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Fun Fall
Ideas
Life! lays out things to do
with calendar of events.
SEE PAGE 10

Students return
home Veterans

Starlight
so bright

Liberty's soldiers and their story

Life! reviews student play

SEE PAGE 4

SEE PAGE 9
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Passion to lead
praise at LU
By Sara Lesley
COPY EDITOR

JENN SUNSHINE

REFURBISHING — Plans are underway to transform the image of downtown Lynchburg by building off of its historic appeal. Investments from the city and
the private sector have launched Lynchburg's revitilization effort, which includes historic Monument Terrace.
lake Belue
NEWS EDITOR

Old fashioned street signs and
brick sidewalks accent the landscape bordering the riverfront. The
train depot is now home to architectural offices and a steak restaurant. Tons of concrete and rock are
taking on the new shape of the historic Monument Terrace landmark. The YMCA on Church Street
got a facelift and some roadside
landscaping. Already, you can see

the beginnings of a major undertaking in downtown Lynchburg.
Downtown is generating a
major buzz, bringing people back
to the center of things to live and
work.
One of the new residential
spaces is Riverviews Artspace.
Riverviews scooped out the
remains of the old Terry-Craddock
Shoe Company's warehouse and is
finishing up on gallery, classroom,
and retail space on the first and
second floors. The four floors that

top the artspace will be home to 36

the city to create the Lynchburg

Downtown and Riverfront Master
apartment units.
"Downtown revitalization is Plan. "It identified a 20-year plan
happening," said Terry Proffitt, of investments and improvements
Downtown Executive Director of that needed to be made," Proffitt
Lynch's Landing. "You can actually said. The plan was for an expected
come down and see it happening." $75 million to be invested into the
Lynch's Landing is the non- area over the next 20 years. "Three
profit organization that is steering years into this project we have over
the reins of this huge project. They $85 million. There was a tremenserve as the focus group that over- dous interest," Proffitt said.
sees the various installments in the
downtown area.
In 2000, the group worked with
Please see DOWNTOWN page 3

Emergency Services steps up preparedness
see EMTs training for the new classification.
The required instruction is very rigorous consisting of 80 hours of classroom training, 24
LUPD's current classification of Basic Life hours of emergency department training, and
Support (BLS) only allows the department to 24 hours in the field as an intern. Rider estihave basic EMTs. A basic EMT is only allowed to mates the training will take four months, and
do a limited number of things to help a patient the department will be completely certified by
like providing oxygen and giving glucose paste. March.
The new classificaAfter the change to ALS, LUPD officers will be
offered another classification of EMT enhanced, tion will benefit the
and will be allowed to do almost everything a students by cutting
paramedic working for the city is allowed to do, down response time
emergency
such as starting IVs, giving medicine, and put- for
ting a tube in patient's lungs to help them care. Rider estibreath. "The new EMT enhanced classification mates that it takes
is a quantum leap from a basic EMT," officer LUPD between 30 seconds and two minutes to
Doug Rider said.
Rider, a registered nurse, is the EMS coordi- respond to an emergency,
nator for LUPD, and has been approved to over- while it could take Lynchburg rescue up
By Robert Sisk
NEWS REPORTER

to 15 minutes to arrive on the scene. Students
are grateful that LUPD is working to quicken
response time.
Please see EMS, page 3
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Students comment on perks of new dorms
Sadie Done said, who because it gives me the
moved into the new sense of a home away
dorms at the end of Sep- from school. I don't feel
No more community tember.
like I'm always at school,"
bathrooms, no more launMany students have junior Jacob Goudeau
dromats. You can almost been living in various said.
hear the chant across 460 hotels across town, so the
"It provides a more
as students move into the perks of the new dorms 'Homie' feel for the homenew dorms at Liberty.
are especially appreciated. sick and a more family A student living in Senior Steve Anderson like atmosphere for the
these brand new dorms says that the new dorms sisters," Done said.
now has the convenience are "amazing," especially
Students in the new
of waking up and sharing "after living in the dorms, which are across
a bathroom with only one Ramada Inn for about Highway 460, have to
person then going into the three months."
deal with a long hike to
kitchen and cooking a hot
Even though the new campus, but the walk
breakfast while throwing dorms are situated about doesn't seem to bother the
in a load of laundry before the same distance away new residents who are
running off to class.
from the Arthur S. just happy to be living in
"Having your own per- Demoss Learning Center the new dorms.
sonal bathroom and bath- as Dorm 33, they seem a
tub is incredible," senior world away. "1 like it Please see DORMS, page 4
By Brandon Bryant
NEWS REPORTER
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NEW DORM DELIGHT — The new dorms offer many new amenities to
students. It is a welcome change for students moving out of hotels.

*

For Chris Tomlin, "Not to Us," is
more than just the song he wrote or
the name of the hit record he put out
a year ago. Tomlin tries to live the
words "not to us, but to your name be
the glory" and attempts to remove
himself from the limelight. "The key
characteristic of a worship leader,"
Tomlin said, "is humility."
Tomlin is one of the lead singers
of the Passion tour that will perform
at LU on November 6. "Everywhere
we go, we've had amazing nights," he
said. "I expect Liberty to be amazing
as well."
Passion's ministry targets the college-age population. "There's a
movement going on that's real
fresh," said Tomlin about this generation. "There's more expression and
more abandon to God." He talked
about the differences between this
generation and their parents' generation and the change from a "spectator attitude to more of a participating
one." Instead of people buying a
ticket just to see a performance, now
"they are coming because they want
to experience God."
For students at Liberty though,
worship can easily become a monotonous routine with Bible courses and
convocation every week. Tomlin
understands this - he performed
over 200 concerts last year on college
campuses with Passion. He admits
that sometimes there is more excitement on secular campuses than
Christian ones. "Some of the most
stale Christianity comes from the
Christian culture," he said.
However, keeping worship from
becoming just another ritual, he
said, depends on the heart of the
worshipper. "A lot of our understanding of worship comes from
what we're going through at the
moment," he said. According to
Tomlin, worship should be a personal experience and totally Godcentered. "Worship is all of life,"
said Tomlin, "like a sacrifice consumed by a fire."
Tomlin's zeal is not that of a
flashy performer, ready to light up
the stage with his talent, but one
with a heart for God's people. In
fact, Tomlin recently founded Austin
Stone Community Church in Austin,
Texas. "I'm so excited about this
church," he said. "The opportunities
are wide open for God." Tomlin
leads the church worship and an
outreach ministry to the University
of Texas, which is the largest school
in the nation at 49,000 students.
"Chris, at his heart, is a pastor," said
Matt Carter, the pastor at Austin
Stone, in Passion's news release. "It
has never been about his career. He
is driven by one passion, and that is
the building of the kingdom."
Tomlin was excited to hear about
the new worship major offered at
Liberty and readily offered his
advice, which was simply to remain
faithful to God. "He'll move mountains and put you in the places you
need to be," said Tomlin. "You don't
want to look back and think, 'wow, I
had a great marketing idea' or 'I sold
so many records,' you want God to
be the reason behind (your career),"
said Tomlin.
Being a worship leader has
taught him plenty about worship.
Tomlin said that he had to learn
that the end goal through what he
does is to please God and not the
fans at the concert. "You get
focused on the people and seeing
their reaction, but it's not about
that," he said. "It's about what God
really thinks."
Please see TOMLIN, page 3
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Don't skirt the issue:
The Price is Right

Female faculty allowed pants

By Chris Price
By Brian Long

"...I hate the tense moments when
you are searching your memory hank
for this guy's name who you are sure
that you should know. You can fake it
hy calling the guy buddy, sport, kid,
bro, dawg, etc..."

I am sitting in Cincinnati, Ohio as I write this
and I am both ashamed and embarrassed. This
is because I finally came to the realization of
what a sissy-girl I really am. Case in point: Last
night a group of us went and explored the mansion that serves as office space at our home
church. This house is about 200 years old, a
woman died in it and it was built on an Indian
burial ground. The only way that this place could
be creepier is if Michael Jackson was giving
tours of it.
It was roughly one o'clock in the morning
when someone asked, "Who is going in the basement?" My girlfriend volunteers to lead the way,
while I said "no way." I was content to stay in the
safety of the big group and let the dead old lady
have her way with her. Put that on a Valentines
Day Hallmark card. After seeing the shame in
my girlfriend's eyes, I came to realize that I am
roughly as brave as a 10-year-old girl, and I
should hate myself. It was not a good feeling.
That got me to thinking of some other terrible
feelings in life, so here is a list of terrible feelings.
•Making fun of someone a little too loud, and
they hear you. Nothing in life is more embarrassing than when you say something and the
person turns around and says "I heard that." The
worst one ever was when I was in Wal-Mart and
saw someone that looked like Richard Simmons.
I made a smart comment to my buddy a little too
loudly, and I had one angry diet guru look-a-like
to contend with. I wanted to die.
• Getting caught cheating on a test. I bet most
of you have never had to deal with this, but some
of my shadier brothers and sisters can testify. I
got caught in eighth grade cheating on a memory
verse test (how bad is that, seriously who does
that?). All you can do is sit there and look like an
idiot.

NF.WS REPORTER

Liberty University president
Dr. John M. Borek announced
that starting Monday October 13
there would be a change in the
Liberty University staff and faculty female dress code.
"Dresses, skirts, dress pants,
shirts and/or sweaters, dress
shoes, and dressy casual shoes
are now acceptable attire," Borek
wrote in an email to the Liberty
University personnel.
Before the new dress code
female faculty and staff had to
dress in skirts, dresses and other
types of formal attire.
"Anyone who has worn a
skirt when the
wind-chill was
around zero
would
probably
agree that
wearing pants in the winter could be a positive thing,"
Nancy Torrence, a professor from
the marketing department in
the School of Business
and
Government,
said.
The current
student class
dress code for
women consists of dresses,
skirts, dress pants, shirts and/or
sweaters, dress of dressy casual
shoes. No jeans, overalls,
Capri/cropped pants, shorts,
sweatshirts, writing or graphics
on shirts, sport shoes or flip-flops
are allowed.
Different faculty and staff
members praised the new dress
code.
"I think it's great," Sharon
Cohick, an administrative assistant for the School of Business
and Government, exclaimed, "I

• Forgetting someone's name who thinks you
are buddies. I hate the tense moments when you
are searching your memory bank for this guy's
name who you are sure that you should know.
You can fake it by calling the guy buddy, sport,
kid, bro, dawg, etc. for a while, but after a week
or so of that he is eventually going to call you on
it. One of my favorite things to do in life is to call
people on it when I see them trying to play off
that they know who someone is. Don't do it in
front of me, because I will make it awkward.
• Getting pulled over with someone in the car.
For some reason this makes me so embarrassed.
You either try and act like you don't care, or you
flip out and cry. I usually act like a tough guy
until the officer knocks on the window, and then
I scream "my Mommy is going to kill me." After
I beg for mercy and try crying for sympathy I still
have to face the passenger in the car with me.
• Setting off the sensors at a store. I have
never stolen anything in my life, but every time
the sensors go off, I feel the urge to break out in
a run like I was looting the store. Everyone stares
at you, and you know they're thinking "He looks
like the stealing type." I may not be the richest
man in the world but may I be struck dead if I
ever have to steal hot pockets from Wal-mart.
• Getting to class and seeing everyone with a
paper to turn in. I cannot tell you how many times
I have been to class and saw all the students with
nice presentation's and folders to turn in. I always
seem to ask the wrong girl if we had something
due because she always says, "Don't you read the
syllabus?" Well, I think we all know the answer to
that question. It seems to be obvious.
These are all things that I hate dealing with
and make me horribly uncomfortable. When it
comes to awkward situations, the Price is Right.

REGENT

knew shortly after they made it
permanent for the students that
they would make it permanent for
faculty and staff."
"It is good that the female faculty and staff can model the dress
code expectation of 'business
casual' for the female population," Michelle Matthews, Dean
of Women stated.
"Professional dress,
cleanliness,
neatness, and modesty are
very important as guiding factors," Borek said in
his email, "Inappropriately tight or
revealing cloth
ing is

J

unacceptable."
The philosophy of
the Liberty Way dress code
reads as follows: "Liberty University trains students from all
walks of life for many different
professions and, most importantly, for serving as Champions
for Christ."
The statement goes on to say
that for this reason, the University has established a standard of
dress for the University community, which is conducive to a
Christ-like environment.
The new class dress code along
with the previous guidelines set
for students, staff and faculty will
continue to be enforced in
classes, academics halls, convocation and administrative buildings
until 4:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION & THE ARTS
This isn't Hollywood and this isn't New York. But with God, unlikely
people from unlikely places unite to release the power to change
the world forever.

P o W i, R

Since the beginning of time, the light of truth has been
preserved and passed from one generation to the next
through the telling of stories encircled around the flickering
fire. Today, there is power in the telling of stories as we gather
around the flickering images of the screen.
Regent University's Cinema and Television departments are
dedicated to graduating trained professionals whose skills qualify
them to become leaders in the entertainment media. Regent
students have won more than 100 national and international
awards for cinema and television, including nine Student Academy
Awards and 12 CINE awards.
FIELDS OF EMPHASIS:
• Directing
• Editing
• Script & Screenwriting
• Critical Studies

Producing
Animation/
Digital Imaging

^Preview Weekend
October 30 - November 1,2003 and
March 18 - 20,2004.
More Information
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Tomlin:
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EMS: Students feel
safer with more training

Reflecting

Continued from page 1

Asked what his greatest
accomplishment was in his
life so far, Tomlin said it
would be the songs he wrote.
"It would be the songs I can
leave behind for the church to
use for years to come," he
said. Tomlin has written
many songs that students sing
in convocation such as, "Forever," "We Fall Down," and
"Glorified." But for Tomlin, it
goes deeper than just the
notes and words on the paper.
"Songs are great, but the people who hear and sing the
songs for God's glory is the
purpose behind it all," he said.
Tomlin said that if he had
on thing to say to Liberty stu-

dents it would be to live a life
of urgency. "Our days are
short here on earth, and as a
college student, you don't
always see that," he said.
"We're all given a currency
called life," Tomlin said.
"Spend it wisely. Use your
passion, your energy for his
glory." As he prepares to meet
Liberty in a couple weeks,
Tomlin said that he wants the
students to "let the Holy Spirit
fill you with that passion."
"I want to live this life for
God, and not just for him, but
for his people," he said. Tomlin's humility and his burden
for God's people shows his
authenticity as a worship
leader, which is the driving
force behind his success.

Continued from page 1

KRISTIN BARIXJWK

WITH PASSION — Chris Tomlin, one of the lead songwriters and singers on tour for Passion stops by LU.

"I think that LU getting certified is good because the students can be helped faster by
someone who is qualified,"
senior Brian Hicks said.
Once LUPD reaches ASL
certification, they will be in
charge of their patients from
the time they arrive on the
scene until they reach the hospital and are handed into a
doctor's care.
Even though LUPD does
not have an ambulance it will
be riding along with students.
This will keep the student
under LUs liability insurance,
instead of going under the care of
thecity.
The ASL and EMT enhanced
classes will not cost LU any

money since it is being taught
by Rider. LUPD will oversee
all training of its officers and
will ensure that they are qualified to do the job. "It is easier
to maintain quality control
when everything is in the
house," Rider said.
Students feel safer knowing
that LUPD is upgrading their
certification "I think it's great. I
will feel safer knowing that I
do not have to worry about
something going wrong on the
way to the hospital," sophomore Charles Porter said.
Rider wanted to remind
students to call 3911 for emergencies, and if they call from a
cell phone students should call
911, and Lynchburg Communication will connect you with
LUPD.

DOWniOWII! Lynchburg restoration grabs media attention
Continued from page 1

The national magazine "Southern Living"
caught on to that interest and planned on running stories in their magazines in the near
future. Not only is Lynchburg enjoying a flurry
of media coverage by local and national publications, but other cities are also taking
notice. "Cities like Harrisonburg and Blacksburg have come to see what we're doing,"
Proffitt said. "The word about revitalization is
getting out."
Rex Hammond, president and CEO of the
Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce, said that
the Sasaki Study was instrumental in making
downtown revitalization a reality. The city
engaged Sasaki Associates, an architectural
firm with national credibility, to develop the
master plan. "Downtown revitalization efforts
are often based on wishes but not predicated
on business and economic realities," Hammond said. "The Sasaki study has put things
in incredible focus."
Hammond, who served as an executive
member of the Chamber of Commerce in
Goldsboro, North Carolina is familiar with the
type ofproject that is going on downtown. He
said that after visiting Charleston, South Car-

olina's scenic downtown, he wanted to see the
same type of thing happen in Lynchburg.
"Seeing Charleston wet my appetite for historic preservation in the economic sense," he
said.
As the major retail companies continue to
radiate to the fringes of cities around the
country, downtowns have lost their former
luster. But Hammond believes that the downtown is "the soul of a community," and that "it
is extremely exciting for many people to see
the transformation taking place."
One of the best examples of the effort is
taking place on the 9th Street corridor. The
area encompasses Amazement Square, the
first hands-on multidisciplinary cultural
organization of its kind in Central Virginia. It
will also soon be the location of a new skateboard park, which is in the design phase, and
an amphitheater on Jefferson Street.
Riverviews Artspace is situated just across
the street from Amazement Square. Walking
through the front door on 9th Street brings
you into the unfinished, but soon-to-be completed art gallery. Ed Dollinger, the museum
curator and programmer, was busy working
on prepping the museum for a November
completion date last Thursday. "This will be a

Don't Let
A Bug Catch You!

great place for both artists and members of
the community," Dollinger said.
Riverviews is the fulfilled dream of
nearlylO years of effort to secure a downtown
building for the purpose of art display and residential living space. After the first building
the Riverviews Board of Directors was trying
to purchase burned down in December 1995,
the non-profit organization changed its focus
and pooled its resources to purchase the former Craddock-Terry shoe warehouse. Today's
the living space isfillingup quickly. The building is not even complete and only a handful of
living units are left.
"The residential component of Riverviews
is vital," Proffitt said. She explained that the
more people relocate to downtown, the more
businesses and services will follow. The next
major residential project will be Lynch's Lofts,
a venture that will transform three Main
Street buildings into a mix of 67 loft-style
apartments and retail space on the street level.
The investment of nearly $10 million will provide room for a sizable group of new residents.
"These projects will change the quality of
life in Lynchburg," Proffitt said. She said the
new Bluffwalk Center that will be nestled close
to the James River will use an existing bluff to

create a waterfall that can be seen through the
windows of its proposed restaurant. The Center, an $11 million investment, will convert
warehouses into a hotel conference and
restaurant complex on Commerce Street.
The improvements will be extensive,
according to Proffitt, but she said, "The private sector will maintain the historic integrity
of the buildings if they want the economic
incentives." Businesses that invest in buildings will be given state and federal historic tax
credits for restoring the buildings without taking the history out of them.
And for the college students in the area, the
potential for downtown opportunities is great.
"Right now we are trying to find ways to get
local colleges downtown by creating partnerships," Proffitt said.
People have already begun to migrate
toward downtown for events. Proffitt said that
3,500 people attended the Jamboree by the
James two years ago and 8,000 came this
year. The city is trying to create a momentum
that will get people involved.
Proffitt said this momentum has been a
joint effort on the part of many people. "Every
level ofgovernment is getting involved. We're
very fortunate."

DoYoUNeedAjQB??
Answer phone calls for national ministries; order calls,
prayer calls, salvation and conference registration calls.
Previous sales, recruitment, retail, customer service, or
call center experience helpful and a strong work history.
Type 25 wpm, clear diction and strong communication skills.
Available to work Monday-Saturday = $6.50 an hour. Required
hours: Friday 8:45pm-9:45pm, Saturday 8:00pm-12:00pm.
Available to work Monday-Sunday = $8.00 an hour. Required
hours: Friday 8:45pm-9:45pm, Saturday 8:00pm-12:00pm and
Sundays (8am-lpm and 8pm-lam OR 8am-6pm and 8pm-9pm).

Meningitis, Flu and other vaccines
will be given on:
Wednesday, October 29, 2003
No appointment necessary— 11AM to 3PM

Additional shifts are available weekdays and evenings.
May be able to get 15-30 hours per week or more.
Must have reliable transportation.
t

Bilingual (English/Spanish) individuals make more money.

DeMoss Center outside the Bookstore
Call 316-7448

For more information call Intravene at
947-3900, Ext 171
or visit our website at www.Intravene.net/lu

Do you want to invest in a home or
throw your money away renting?
With today's low interest rates and
Fast & Easy loans, you can buy!!! Just
call me and I will point you in the
right direction.
Great for First-time Home Buyers!!!
Hljfljft /• inancing . No Fitnds
ed at closing!

or apply at
129 Vista Centre
Drive.in Forest.

INA^WCE
AMERICA
* * * * * * * * * *

Investment properties,
first time home buyers,
or just selling your home-

Mobile

(434)444-1971

Call Philip
Pantana Jr.
for all your
Real Estate
needs!
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riling Home
The soldiers of Liberty
Ricky Hardison
NEWS REPORTER

The concrete and the sand seemed to
trap the sun's blaze, pushing the heat index
over 140 degrees. "It's like being in an
oven," the marine described. His tent didn't
come with air conditioning, so there was
no escape from the Middle Eastern heat.
This was Toby Williamson's experience
for the six months that he was serving in
Iraq. Lance Corporal Williamson, a
sophomore at Liberty, has now traded
the army Hummer for his four-door
Volkswagen and his single person
tent for his newly decorated bedroom. His mission is complete,
and his mission now is to pick
up where life left off at home.
Coming home.
Williamson
represents
one of the approximately
20 reservists who had to
withdraw from Liberty
last school year when
duty called, according to Registrar
Larry Shackleton.
Many of them are
now coming home.
When reservists left,
the university gave special care so that they
would not have to pay for
only attending classes only
part of the semester. "Dr. Falwell and Dr. Borek and the Liberty family have made their transitions as smooth as possible,"
Shackleton said.
On Aug. 6, he flew into Baltimore.
"(Coming home) was not what I
expected—nothing like the movies," he
remembered. "I didn't really have a big
homecoming, but it was awesome to see
my parents. Seeing my mom was indescribable."
Though there were no parades or confetti, Williamson did return to his mom's
pampering and his hometown's praise.
"It's very rewarding for someone to say
'Thank you' because no one said 'Thank
you' while you were over there," he said.
He compared it to coming home for the
holidays, but only "100 times better."
Now he values the simple things like
being able to shower daily and eating
home cooked meals.
But Williamson says that he's most glad
to be back because he feels like he has freedom. "When I was in Iraq, I had to abide
by their customs, and my freedom was
greatly restricted by being in the military,"
he said. "But today, if I want to jump in my
car and drive down the road, I can. If I

want to come in late at night, I can."
Williamson thought of his friends in
Lynchburg often. "One of the reasons that I
missed Liberty was because the school and
Dr. Falwell backed our troops so much. I
don't suppose students know how much
that meant," he said. "It's great to have a
university that understands where its freedoms come from."
The young veteran cannot wait to get
back to LU life in the spring.
The war abroad. Williamson served
on a mortuary affairs unit. After a battle,
his team of 16 would have to locate fallen
marines and make sure that their
remains were properly cared for. "Our
mission was to get our fallen brothers
home. I saw myself doing a lot of things I
never want to do again. It was a life
changing experience."
His duties took him all over Iraq, but
he never made it to Baghdad. He never
stayed in the same place for more than
two weeks, which made correspondence
through letters virtually impossible. However, their unit had a satellite phone, so
marines were able to make a five-minute
phone call each week.
"Living conditions (during war) are
austere, and there is a significant amount
of danger involved in their missions,"
ROTC Director Major Robert Foy said.
Williamson knew this well, and he
got used to small skirmishes. "We got
shot at every night, but we never took
any casualties."
But this soldier's job is finished. "I had
orders for a year, but they were cut
short.. .Once marines stopped dying there
was nothing else for us to do," he said.
Even after fighting firsthand with the
difficulties of deployment, Williamson
does not regret his decision to join the military. "If I had to do it all over again, I
would still enlist."
The war at home. Soldiers abroad are
not the only ones facing tough living conditions. Everyday, those who eagerly await
their return dailyfighta war inwardly.
Williamson said that being gone was
probably hardest on his mom. "I don't
think there is anything stronger than the
bond between a mother and her child."
During one of his conversations with his
mother, fighting broke out, and
Williamson had to get off the phone immediately. His mom had heard the guns fire,
and she left worried.
If having to fight for one's country is
hardest on a soldier's mother, then LU
junior Carrie Seaford would argue that a
girlfriend's heartache comes in at a close
second.
Seaford watched her boyfriend of six

months, Jonathan Briggs, leave on Feb 2.
"They told us he would be back around
September, and then they changed it to
December.Nowtheyaren'ttellinguswhen
he'll return. It may be around April."
Briggs is a Specialist in the Army whose
unit is in charge of getting other units necessary supplies.
When asked what the hardest part
about seeing him leave was, Seaford said
that it was the uncertainty that she had to
deal with. "No matter how much they
assure you they'll be home, they don't even
know for sure."
Good from the bad. Despite the
physical and emotional rigors of fighting
for one's country, Foy noted that some
benefits resultfromthese trials. "Reward
comes from knowing that they're doing
important work for their country," he said.
"They (ROTC reservists) are also gaining
valuable experience that will make them
better leaders when they leave LU to serve
as officers."
"It's actually been a good thing overall,"
Seaford admitted. "Without the money he
[Briggs] has been making, we wouldn't
have been able to get married as soon as
we now can. It's strengthening us because
so many couples don't get to experience
what it's like to be away from each other. It
shows our devotion."
Williamson too has seen some benefits
by his life being interrupted by a war. "I
don't sweat the small stuff as much. This
experience really put life into perspective,"
he said.
His time searching for bodies also deepened his dependence of God. He found
himself reading his Bible often, andhehad
to call on God for strength each morning.
"I got a lot of questions from fellow
marines: 'How can you be so sure ifyou die
you're going to heaven?' and 'how do you
pray?'"
Williamson even saw God use this conflict as tool to softened people's hearts. One
of his friends entered Iraq as an atheist.
Although that friend is not a follower of
Christ today, Williamson reported that he
did acknowledge God's existence before
they left.
Today in Lynchburg the thermometer
reads half of what it did a few months ago
in the war zone. The climate here is nicer.
The reservists who have returned know
thisfirsthand;the reservists that still await
their return can only long for it. Nevertheless, because of the service of them all,
America's climate is free.

Dorms
Continued from page 1

You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile
automobile on the planet. Matrix is an entirely new breed of
vehicle-cutting edge styling, standard air conditioning, and up
to 180 horsepower with available 6-speed. Matrix is designed
to be whatever you want, including affordable.
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Visit wwuvi.buyatoyota.com for details.

"It almost feels like we're
off campus...and a little more
disconnected than the rest of
the campus," Done said. "The
long walk is really not much
different than walking from
dorm 33, which is what I've
done for three years now."
Even though there is more
space for everyone to breathe
in Liberty's new living quarters, students remain close
enough for relationships to
emerge. "Building relationships is easier when one
fourth of your hall lives less
than 10 feet away from you,"
Anderson said. Goudeau,
who is a prayer leader,
agrees with Anderson and
says that his ministry is
greater because of the close
proximity.
These students have had to
wait their turn to move into a
new living space. They waited
to have the opportunity to
look out their window at the
sunset of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. They have waited
to just enjoy something as
simple as taking a bath. "I can
cook dinner, shower in my
own personal shower...enjoy
the sunset over the Blue Ridge
and take a nap with the comfort of my own set of sound
proof walls," Goudeau said, "I
can even take a bubble bath."

* Based on EPA estimates for 2003 5-speed manual.
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Writer's Conference
"Touch Heaven and Shape Earth"
By Alicia Wotting
NF.VVS REPORTER

This year's Writer's Conference,
"Touching Heaven, Shaping
Earth," will focus on
improving writing as well
as the impact of Christian
literature in a secular culture. The conference is to be
held Nov. 14-15.
The conference begins with
a banquet on Nov. 14 at 6 p.m.
where keynote speaker Leland
Ryken will speak on the calling
of a Christian writer. The conference resumes the next
morning, and workshops will
continue throughout the
day.
The conference
is
designed with two tracks:
one for practicing writers and
one for teachers of writing.
Therefore, participants can
choose workshops in either
area of interest.
The conference will address
ways to improve
writing, as
well
as
how Christian authors
can interact
with
and
impact their
surrounding
culture.
"All writing conferences seek to
accomplish
some of the
same goals,"
Mrs. Laurie
Nutter, co-chair
of the conference,
said. "They want to
challenge writers to
improve their craft. However, Liberty University exists
for the purpose of mission...we
are designing this conference to
challenge writers and teachers of
writing to impact their world."
Speakers for the event demon-

strate this idea, as many have wide
influence in the literary or teaching
fields.
"It's really encouraging to have
writers of this caliber come in here
and speak about their craft," Dr.
William Gribbin, dean of the
School of Communications, said.
The keynote speaker is Dr.
Leland Ryker, a professor of English at Wheaton College in Illinois.
He is the author of several books,
including The Liberated Imagination: Thinking Christianly about
the Arts and Windows to the
World: Literature in Christian Perspective. He is also the editor of
The Liberated Imagination: The
Practice of Faith in Literature and
Writing.
Other featured speakers include
Angela Elwell Hunt, Gene Edward
Veith, and Robert Elmer.
Hunt, a Liberty graduate, has
sold more than three million copies
of her books worldwide. She is
working on her 100th book and has
won several prestigious awards.
Veith is a professor of English at
Concordia University-Wisconsin
and the author of several books,
including Postmodern Times: A
Christian Guide to Contemporary
Thought and Culture, which Christianity Today ranked among the
top 25 religious books of 1994.
Elmer is a former reporter, editor and free-lance writer who now
writes children's books full-time
and has published several series.
Also speaking at the conference
is author Alice Heard Williams, Dr.
Kathie Johnson, professor Deborah Huff, and teachers Linda Kemp
and Kara DeLong.
Registration is $50 for teachers
who want continuing education
credits, otherwise, the adult registration fee is $30 and the fee for
Liberty faculty or students is $20.
Friday evening's banquet is an
additional $15. Registrations
received before October 31 will get
a $5 discount. Registration forms
and brochures are available in the
ILRC.
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Hell is horrible, and many seem to forget that. Excruciating
heat. Prolonged boredom. Intense loneliness. Smoldering bitterness. Eternal hopelessness. Hatred personified.
"Behold then the kindness and severity of God" (Rom. 11:22).
Hell is invisible, but it must not be overlooked. We should ponder
the pains of those perishing. We should give some mature
thought to their never-ending sorrow. Doing so will sober us up
in a hurry.
Not only will this meditation put some much needed fear of
God back in the church, but it will also be a catalyst for world missions. Knowledge of hell plus a love for the lost will produce an
evangelistic lifestyle, and this formula has thankfully caused
many to take the message of Christ abroad.
>
However, this recipe for missions is not so simple. Loving lost
people is a complicated variable because man loves at different
levels. Someone can legitimately love all people, but he will have a
greater love for his close friends and family. If a father is forced
to give a loaf of bread to either his starving son or a starving
stranger, he's going to choose to feed his child.
According to the same principle, believers are more prone to
witness to those they care for the most. It's only natural for an
American to have a greater burden for a lost parent or brother or
sister or close friend than he has for someone in Africa.
However, the Bible repeatedly commands us to evangelize primarily because of our love for God, not our love for man. I suggest
that this is the case for at least two reasons.
1. The Great Commission is often a specific calling to leave
"home or wife or brothers or parents or children for the sake of
the kingdom of God" (Luke 18:29).
Sometimes the Christian must say "bye" to his loved ones, who
may indeed be lost, in order to share the gospel with those who
don't have it available to them.
2. Basing one's calling to cross-cultural missions on his love for
lost people could lead to instability on the field because his affection for the lost world will surely be inconsistent.
Reality reminds us that missionaries aren't always buddybuddy with those they are trying to reach. Lost people are not just
sinners against God; they are sinners against men. They may steal
from and lie to and gossip about a missionary all before sunrise.
The missionary tries to love them anyway, but the people may
continue to shun the only gospel that can save them.
This frustration may tempt one to think, "It sure would be nice
to minister to some who would be more appreciative." There's
truth to this logic, and there's a time to "shake the dust off your
feet" and move on (Luke 9:5).
Nevertheless, being disliked or disliking others is no immediate prescription to pack one's bags. That's why love for others and
a desire to see them escape hell cannot be the foundation of one's
mission-mindedness. That sort of love may be fickle, but love for
an unchanging God will push believers to press on when times are
tough.
The second greatest commandment—to love your neighborsis second for a reason. Loving others and wanting them to escape
hell are proper motivations to go to the mission field, but they
ought not overshadow the supreme need to witness for God's
renown. His glory, not man's, should always be our chief concern.
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Student takes on Chaplaincy
By Justin Faulconer

2002, he was placed into the Chaplain
Candidate Program. He received support
from churches that he'd spoken in and one
In the military, home is where they send church even offered a scholarship to him.
you. Jonathan Heitman hopes home will Another helpful tool for him with his
tuition is being an assistant to Luke Kaufbe in Fort Bragg, N.C.
"I have a desire to be a chaplain with man, professor of systematic theology and
Fort Bragg's 82nd Airborne Division," homiletics. Heitman says that Kaufman
Heitman said. "My paperwork will be in has treated him like an equal and has
March and I know people there who will taught him how to preach with a purpose.
Heitman has addressed several of Kaufstart requesting me."
Heitman is currently one of seven chap- man's classes about being a chaplain. He
lain candidates in the Liberty Baptist Fel- says that each battalion chaplain is responlowship, a program that was established in sible for the soldiers and their families
1981 for church planting and the endorse- which are easily 1,000 people up front. The
ment of chaplains. He is pursuing a Mas- duties of a chaplain include morning trainters in divinity which is the requirement ing, being at the office by nine o'clock to
for all chaplains and plans to graduate in counsel and speak to anyone who needs it
and having a "ministry of presence" on the
May of 2004.
base.
They also teach suicide prevention
The 30-year-old candidate was born in
classes,
introductions for incoming officers
Winston-Salem and was the son of a pasand
they
call family readiness committees.
tor. He attended Piedmont Bible College
He
also
explained that there was much
and worked as a youth director at a local
need
for
chaplains
because in times of war
church while pursuing his education. A day
the
soldiers
look
to
the chaplain as a repreafter he graduated with a bachelor's in
sentative
of
God,
much
like the ark of the
Bible with a youth concentration he marcovenant
was
to
Israel.
A
source of morale
ried Maribeth, now his wife of eight years.
to
the
men
in
times
of
hardship,
he does
After that, he interned at a church in Salisnot
carry
a
weapon
but
is
assigned
a perbury as youth pastor and then went on to
teach Bible in a high school in Greensboro. sonal bodyguard which is usually an
He also was an assistant pastor at Goodwill enlisted soldier.
Baptist Church in Richmond, Va., for
"The military is a huge mission field,"
five years.
Josh Barela said, a biblical studies
major who spent four years in the
"Around this time, the Lord
navy prior to Liberty. "You can be
began to work in my heart conthere at the right time for a lot of
cerning ministry," he said. * •%.
men."
"Doors were closing in my present one and the boyhood dreams
Barela, like many soldiers,
and thoughts of the military kept
Heitman has talked to, is considcoming back."
ering being a chaplain.
Liberty's program
After talking to a friend
has produced 15
who graduated from Libactive duty chaperty's seminary in May of
lains who are cur2002, Heitman and his
rently in the miliwife talked and decided
tary.
that he should pursue
the chaplaincy. During
Professor
his physical, he received
Lew Weider can
the chance to
help aspiring
share Christ with
chaplains. "If
the doctor examanyone has
ining him. Those
any interest in
opportunities are
pursuing
a
what he wants more
career as a chapof as a chaplain.
lain, they should feel free
to come to my office in
In the fall of 2002, HeitReligion Hall at any
man enrolled in Liberty
time," he said.
Baptist Theological Seminary. On December 22,
NF.W8 RKPORTKR
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Opinions on attendance
What should motivate students?
By Brooke Anderson

grade penalties, if any, for any
absences beyond the minimum
allowed."
Liberty University gives proExpensive textbooks and
daily assignments are piling up fessors the freedom to shape
and students are faced with the their own attendance policy
overwhelming list of "things to within general guidelines. Some
do" that college classes present. hold the view that class attenAs students try to keep up their dance is requisite to make a
balancing act, class attendance passing grade, while some leave
tips the scales and often ends up the option to the student.
at the bottom of the list. In fact,
"I encourage attendance, but
some would even argue that it is I don't count off for absences,"
simply not necessary.
Dr. Rick Rasberry, professor of
"I think it is the student's religion, said. "Ifigurestudents
responsibility to attend class or who choose to miss are going to
not," Joseph Butler, a second pay a penalty in what they don't
year seminary student, com- get. The only people students
mented. "If he thinks he can cheat when they miss are themachieve a good enough grade by selves."
not attending, then he shouldn't
Besides the obvious grade
have to go. But he should accept penalty students who miss class
the consequences gracefully."
may bear, there is also another
In a perfect world that atten- issue at hand.
dance policy would work well.
"If God puts them here as a
However, college professors are student, then it is a full-time job
faced with the task offindingthe and they need to treat it as a fullideal attendance policy for their time job," Dr. Lynnda Beavers,
students in a non-perfect world. professor of communications,
"The policy must be reason- said.
able, allowing for excused
"Ideally, it would be nice if
absences, including university students were self-motivated
approved curricular and extra- enough to come to class because
curricular activities," Dr. Boyd they want to learn," said Dr.
Rist, Vice-President ofAcademic Karen Prior, assistant professor
Affairs said. "The policy must of English. Unfortunately, this is
state in writing the number of not often the case.
absences allowed and associated
"I don't think students look at
coNTRimrriNc; WRITF.R

it as their calling," Dr. Michael
Babcock, professor of humanities, said, "but they need to see it
as their job."
Professors understand that
attending class is a difficult discipline to learn, but they also
have experience in the professional world where absence is
not tolerated. They know that
students who do not develop
their own good attendance policy miss out on critical preparation for their future careers.
"There is something about
interaction, not just with the
teachers, but with the students.
You can learn from other students," said Dr. Mark Hine,
Vice-President of Student
Affairs. "That can't happen if you
are not physically present."
To look at the issue from a
professor's point of view, low
class attendance can be discouraging. "Since this is my ministry, if a student misses, then I
have missed that opportunity to
minister to him," said Rasberry.
Class attendance can be overwhelming for students. Keeping
up the balancing act can be a
grueling job. Many professors
believe that class attendance is a
fundamental step to a promising
future. After all, as Prior quoted,
"90 percent of success is just
showing up."
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Our Silver Anniversary.
Your Golden Opportunity.
You may not know about Regent University.
But you should.
For 25 years, we've been preparing men and
women for positions of leadership both here
and across the world. Since 1978, thousands
of students have advanced their careers here,
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pursuing graduate degrees In law, business,
government, communication, psychology,
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leadership, education and divinity. Others have
pursued advanced undergraduate studies.
Along the way, our students and faculty have
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earned outstanding distinctions. These include
the "Best Brief In the Nation," a prestigious
national accolade recently awarded to a Regent
law student Our students have won over 100
national and international film awards, including
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two Academy Awards. And over $500,000 was
just granted to the School of Communication &
the Arts to produce a promising new film.
To learn how we can enrich your life, visit us
during our Preview Weekend, October 30 •

t us during Preview Weekend,
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' oner 30 - November 1 .
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November 1 . See how our silver anniversary
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can be your golden opportunity.
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For more information,
visit www.regent.edu
or call 800.373.5504
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'Christians can use (Halloween) as a
platform for sharing Christ like at
Scaremare or fall
festivals."

Opinion
What's the point?
Lew Weider

DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN/COMMUNITY SERVICE

The 'Holiday' of nothing Holy
It is only a bunch of moldy piece of cheese to inhabit for the next year before
kids having fun. Let them they were able to continue on to their after-life. Celtic
dress up in their witch- families placed a light snack on their doorstep for the
wear, their Jedi robes dead spirits, so as to speed up their journey. It was the
complete with light earliest known form of trick-or-treating. So today, kids
sabers, and their favorite who dress up like ghosts and go pounding on every door
foul-mouth Southpark in the neighborhood are actually paying respect to the
character costumes. Let evil spirits that were believed to do the same thing.
them tell ghost stories to
When the Catholics began to take over everything,
their kid sister who ends they ran into problems with assimilating the Celtic peoup screaming down the ples and their culture. Since the night of the living dead
jakebelue
hall to the bathroom but was the Celts' most important holiday, the Catholics
doesn't quite make it. And let them believe that the night attempted to transform it into something more acceptis filled with the walking dead; that lurking around every able. Pope Gregory I thought it would be a good idea to
corner is the doomed soul of some fiendish monster that make the date a remembrance of saints that have died.
will prey upon their bite-sized chocolates. Who came up He changed the Celtic name "Samhain," the Celt's threewith the great idea of celebrating everything that is day festival of the new year, to the more reverent "All
wrong, grotesque, evil, and utterly decadent in the world? Saint's Day" for November 1 and "All Hallows Eve" for
Whoever it was, he ought to be commended for his October 31.
record-setting stupidity in creating the most ridiculous
All Hallows Eve came to be pronounced "Halloween"
celebration ever known.
probably as a result of a backwoods guy from Italy who
Halloween got its beginning back when Druids used to couldn't pronounce "All Hallows Eve."
march around chanting "owee-oh" and lighting each
And how did this holiday make its way to America
other on fire. The Druids were a group that belonged to with such force that it still inspires youngsters to smash
the Celtic peoples. They believed that on the eve of their a garden food with all the potential of becoming a perNew Year's Day, November 1, the spirits of those who fectly good pie? How does this celebration motivate
died in the last year were free to walk among the living. grown-ups get so drunk that they believe that they are
They were released on that day to find a cat, a tree, or a really at a party that has George Washington and the
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"My George Forman grill so
I can avoid Sodexho."

-Kacy Jeschor, Sr.
Scottsdale, Ariz.
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w h a t did

y ° u brir>9 to LU that Y° u can,t live without?

"Besides my Bible, flip
flops!."

"My car.

-Gabe Martin, Sr.
Juncture City, Kan.
\

—Emily Anspach, So.
Miami, Fla.

Beatles as distinguished guests? We can safely blame it
on the Irish, those ever-so-lucky immigrants who are
also responsible for such great successes as "happy
hour" and the midnight brawl. Fleeing the Potato
Famine of their homeland, the Irish arrived by the boatful in New England and they brought Halloween with
them.
So Halloween is rich in a deep historical tradition. But
there is an important question that lies beneath all the
fun and foolery. What is the point of Halloween? Christmas celebrates the birth of Christ. Veteran's Day honors
those who died for freedom. New Year's Day is celebrated in nearly every country as the day of "new beginnings." Halloween celebrates Wolfman and Dracula.
Halloween honors the idiots that originated the idea.
Sure, it's fun to dress up and get candy by-the-metricton, but do we really have to represent the evil spirits of
the undead in our costumes and customs? Fall Festivals
are springing up all over the country as an acceptable
alternative to Halloween. Instead of seances, there are
hayrides. Instead of muddling minds with alcohol, there
are corn-mazes to confound and confuse.
There is no point to Halloween as it exists today, but
there is some merit in celebrating the harvest through fall
festivals. Why celebrate the black arts, evil, and decadence when you can have as much fun with a marshmallow fitted firmly to the end of a stick that stretches toward
the firelight on a crisp, cool autumn night.

"My knitting sticks so 1 can
make more sweaters."

-Scott Bloomfield, Fr.
London,
Ontario, Canada

"My cellphone so I can find
out what my friends and my
girlfriend are doing."
-Jeff Smale, Jr.
London,
Ontario, Canada

"My bed because its better
than the ones here."

—Joey Peters, Fr.
Olney, Md.
Michael Troxel
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Commentary
'Caucasion Club' promotes Capital punishment: such
diversity, finds opposition a necessary consequence
Lisa McClelland, a sophomore at person wants to genuinely celebrate white
Freedom High School in Oakley, ethnic pride (and please do not think for a
California, has recently encountered oppo- moment that the KKK or anything resemsition in her attempt to form a "Caucasian bling it is being referred to here)?
Club" that would be inclusive to all people Unfairly, that person is automatically
of varying ethnic backgrounds. Thus far, labeled a racist.
McClelland has collected 245 signatures
For example, imagine the public uproar'
from students and adults who support the if a "Caucasian College Fund" were created
formation of the club.
as a parallel to the "United
McClelland anticipates that
Negro
College
Fund."
a Caucasian Club will proAlmost instinctively, those
mote
diversity
by
associated or in support of
"break(ing) down racial
such a scholarship program
barriers while embracing
would most likely be vilEuropean American herlainized as racist. Similarly,
itage." She continues to
it seems unbelievable that
emphasize that she is not
the inception of a Caucasian
racist,
but
ethnically
Club will automatically crediverse because of her
ate an environment of racial
Native American, Latino, gabrielwasson
tension, whereas other high
Dutch, German, Italian, and
school clubs are praised for
Irish heritage. "It's not racist because promoting diversity. Other groups are
we're not excluding anyone, and we're just permitted to use their race as a determintrying to solve the issues of racial dispari- ing factor for inclusion, while whites are
ty," says McClelland.
scolded for even considering using their
One person who is in opposition to the race as a factor.
club's formation is Darnell Turner, of the
McClelland's campaign to form a
local NAACP chapter. Turner contends Caucasian Club may be the remedy needed
that the club "will not allow us to heal that to expose the double standards of adhering
divide that we've tried to overcome in the to the misnomer of "race" for one group,
past couple of years." He further added, while excluding and ultimately furthering
"When we use the word 'white' or racism at the expense of another race. It is
'Caucasian' or whatever, it has always disingenuous to maintain the rights of
been associated with racial bigotry. Using groups to form a club based on heritage
the term opens up old wounds, and we and identity and yet criticize the formation
of a Caucasian
don't need to
Club based on
go there."
heritage and
Not only do
"Why does McClelland even have i d e n t i t y .
Turner's comAccording to
to insist that the club is not
ments
show
the
intoler- racist? Surely, no one would sug- Curt Levey of
the Center for
ance that pergest that Native American clubs, I n d i v i d u a l
meates some
to
parts of our
hispanic clubs, or black clubs are Rights,
deny
the
society,
but
prejudiced.
Yet, why are legitithey
also
of a
mate
white
ethnic
clubs unfairly inception
Caucasian
exemplify the
equated with racism?"
Club is "a matnotion
of
ter of political
equating racial
correctness
bigotry with
the words "white" and "Caucasian." You and a racial double standard." He further
would think that as a member of the added, "why is it that the NAACP-which
NAACP, an organization that purportedly has in its very name (the words) 'colored
focuses on the "advancement" of blacks, people'-thinks that it's not okay to have a
he would be tolerant of another race seek- 'Caucasian people' club?"
ing to advance its legitimate heritage and
Why does a Caucasian Club have to
culture. Yet based on his statements, it apologetically
explain
non-bigoted
almost seems that he is prejudiced against motives? Those in opposition of fair treatall Caucasians solely because they happen ment for all clubs assert that whites are
to be white, and not black. Why does not entitled to a white club because they
McClelland even have to insist that the are not a minority. But those that promote
club is not racist? Surely, no one would this viewpoint mistakenly assume that
suggest that Native American clubs, his- whites do not share a cultural heritage. In
panic clubs, or black clubs are prejudiced. our family, we jokingly refer to our ethnic
Yet, why are legitimate white ethnic clubs heritage as being like "Heinz 57," meaning
unfairly equated with racism?
that our ethnic make-up is very diverse.
Why is it that we accept the convention- Maybe someday ethnic clubs will not be
al thinking that a person who celebrates necessary and minorities will ascribe
black pride, for example, is regarded as themselves as simply "Americans." It
someone who is legitimately proud of their seems the melting pot of our nation has
heritage, yet it is considered offensive if a gotten cold.
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Monday, October 20, 2003 began the trial killing the innocent. However, with technolof John Allen Muhammad. Muhammad is ogy today and forensic research with DNA,
one of the suspects in the sniper shootings of mistakes are improbable. And in Virginia,
2002 that killed 14 Northern Virginian and once a verdict is reached to convict a criminal
D.C. area residents. The 18-year-old accom- with the death penalty, there is a 21-day rule,
plice, Lee Boyd Malvo, will go on trial in early giving the defendant that time to present new
November and is being held at a Virginia evidence in attempts to appeal the sentence.
Beach jail. If these men are convicted
I, for one, am a supporter of the death
Muhammed will almost cerpenalty. People like Jeffrey
tainly face the death penalty.
Dahmer and Charles Manson
haven't any right to life at all.
Capital Punishment is a
By taking someone else's life
great topic of controversy in
our government and among
they forfeit the right to their
American citizens, and it has
own life. A lot of people, even
been for a long time. The
Christians, would disagree. I
U.S. Supreme Court actually
hear so much preaching on
ruled on June 29, 1972 in
mercy and forgiveness, and
Furman v. Georgia that the
the whole "Thou shalt not
practice of the death penalty
murder" approach as to why
was constitutionally intolera- elizabethanspach capital punishment is unbibble, not because it considered
lical. However, can you rightkilling criminals cruel, but because it eously defend someone who took it upon
thought the penalty too subjective and unre- themselves to murder another human being,
liable in it's implementation. The Court was let alone someone who has murdered 14 peoalso concerned that the death penalty indict- ple, as is the case with Malvo and
ed by juries was frequently based on race or Muhammad's charges?
random luck.
Some may also argue that Muhammad's
In July of 1976, after Gregg v. Georgia, the trial should not be held in Virginia due to its
state of Georgia came up with "guided dis- strong death penalty laws, and because the
cretion" laws for death penalty cases to trial hits so close to home with most
remove the randomness from death sentenc- Virginians. Donald H. Smith, an Old
ing. The guidelines allow a sentence of death Dominion University sociology professor,
if the murder is committed while the offend- said, "In general, Virginia juries are going to
er is engaged in the commission of another be prosecution juries." This idea holds some
capital felony, if the murder is committed for weight, and I'll admit it's a concern for fair
the purpose of receiving something from the trial. However, I doubt it will present itself
victim, or if the murder is downright vile and as much of an issue. I think the evidence
inhumane. Consequently, other states fol- found in the sniper cases will speak for
lowed and changed their laws.
itself, and I am sure these cases will not be
Virginia, sometimes referred to as the taken lightly enough to be chanced on the
"death penalty state," has executed more jury's random verdict. I have faith that the
prisoners than any other state except Texas. courts will take their time with these cases
Virginia has become the second most active because of their relativity and relevance to
death-sentencing state. Since reinstatement most Virginians.
of the death penalty in 1976, Virginia has
While mercy and forgiveness have their
performed at least 89 executions.
place, so does justice. We can claim that the
To be eligible in Virginia for the death death penalty does nothing for a victim's
penalty, a criminal must commit a murder family, but it does testify to criminals and
under circumstances of robbery, rape, murderers that such actions will not be tolerabduction with intent to extort money, the ated. Furthermore, the capital punishment
killing of a law enforcement officer, a multi- gives citizens a sense of security knowing
ple homicide, the murder of more than one offenders are brought to justice.
person in a three year period, and other sceThose who commit sins such as murder
narios. Once a jury finds a person guilty of will reap what they sow. The Bible does say
capital murder, it holds a second trial to "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth" for
determine whether the crime warrants the that very reason. Just like any other sin
death penalty and whether the person repre- demands consequences, so does taking a life.
sents a future danger so great he or she must There is still time for a murderer to find forbe executed. A circuit judge then formally giveness in Christ, but the consequences of
imposes the sentence.
the committed sin do not go away. If
There are currently 25 people in Virginia Muhammad and Malvo did in fact kill the
sitting on death row. The biggest concern people they are suspected to have killed, then
most people have with capital punishment is they both deserve the death penalty.

Gibson's 'The Passion of
Christ' hurdles controversy
Mel Gibson's upcoming film "The 'controversy' and 'offensiveness' are being
Passion of Christ" has definitely ignited the voiced by those inside an industry that
passion of critics. Ever since Gibson began thrives on controversy and is rarely afraid
publicizing the film earlier this year, he has of being offensive. These fears ring somebeen beleaguered with charges of anti- what hollow in light of the fare typically put
Semitism. Though few have seen the film, forth by this industry.
this has not stopped them
More importantly, from
from leveling accusations.
all accounts of the film the
Now Gibson's company,
charges of anti-Semitism are
Icon Productions, appears
unfounded. Gibson claims
to be encountering difficulty
that anti-Semitism is "conin finding a distributor for
trary to the core message of
the film.
my movie," and others who
It appears that many of
have seen the film seem to
the major distributors are
agree.
Ted Haggard,
afraid to touch "The Passion
President of the National
of Christ" for PR reasons.
Evangelical Association said,
Fox has officially passed on jeremybroggi
"It conveys more accurately
the film, and while private
than any other film, who
companies such as Newmarket and Jesus was." Don Hodel, president of Focus
Miramax have expressed interest, it appears on the Family, said, "I was very impressed.
that the bigger players have remained some- The movie is historically and theologically
what cool to the project. Reuters quotes one accurate." If these men are correct in their
studio executive as saying, "it's not worth assessment then the film cannot be any
the aggravation. Even if it makes money, it's more anti-Semitic than the New Testament.
not going to be 'Titanic.'"
And while some undoubtedly make the
Even so, controversy has hardly stopped assertion that the biblical text itself is bigthe major film studios in the past. In 1988 oted, that allegation seems illogical considUniversal released "The Last Temptation of ering that it was written largely by Jews.
Christ," a blasphemous account of the life of
The real reason behind Gibson's difficulty
Christ that portrayed him as sinner. That in finding a distributor for "The Passion of
film truly was a PR disaster. Tom Pollock, a Christ" may not be related to fear of controUniversal executive at the time, said, "there versy or desire to steer clear of charges of
were millions of letters written and 25,000 anti-Semitism at all. Rather, it is likely that
people marched on Universal." Of course, he is being snubbed by those who simply
the backlash from that film was a result of don't like the message of his film because
blatant disregard for the Scriptures. they don't like the message of the gospel. By
Gibson claims that his film, on the other producing the film anyway, Gibson is
hand, follows biblical and historical demonstrating that he is a man of courage.
accounts. Besides, the supposed fears of His passion for "The Passion" is remarkable.
I
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fun fact of the week

picks of the week
• 10/30 College Night at Scaremare
Treat yourself to a haunted house you won't soon forget. Come out on
Thursday night and pay only $3 per person with student ID.

Hershey's Kisses got their name
because the machine that
makes them looks like it's
kissing the conveyor belt.

• 10/31 "Lights, Camera, Coffeehouse"
Come enjoy this student talent show on Friday at 11:30 p.m. for a fun
late night event put on by Student Life in the Schilling Center. This
year's theme is "at the movies" and costumes are encouraged. Tickets
are $2 in advance and $3 at the door. Tickets can be bought at the dining hall.

Tnken from www.ncttnugliter.com

Last Minute
Inexpensive
Costume Ideas

Searching
for Starlight
a Success

By Camie Poplaski

By Amy Jordan

REPORTER

UPEI EDITOR

nyone looking for lighthearted
entertainment found what they
were searching for in the performances of "Searching for Starlight."
"Searching for Starlight" was presented
in the LU Fine Arts Theater on Friday
and Saturday night at 7:30 and 10 p.m.
"Searching for Starlight" was written
by senior English major Kent Walter,
and directed for his honors thesis.
NIKKI Fox
Walter even played a small role in the
play, as the younger brother of the main SEARCHING FOR STARDOM—Characters Will, Turp and Alex ponder how to find Tiffany.
character, Will.
"If there's anything attractive or amus- "The laughter of the audience was evi"Searching for Starlight" revolves
ing
or engaging it points directly to God," dence of the success of the play as a light
around Will, who works at a restaurant
said
Walters at the beginning of the romantic comedy," Nutter added.
and meets Tiffany the girl of his dreams
evening.
"Each step of the way, from writThe surprise ending appeared to be
at a party. The only problem is—he only
ing
to
directing
to
acting
is
worship
for
appreciated
by Walter's audiences.
knows her first name. The play centers
myself
and
the
other
cast
members,"
"Life
doesn't
end in dramatic climaxes.
around Will's interactions with his budWalter
said.
Most
of
the
episodes
are mundane. Kent's
dies at the restaurant, Turp and Alex, and
play
caught
well
a
moment
in life," Dr.
"It
was
incredible
to
hear
people
laugh
their attempts to find the elusive Tiffany.
collectively
and
then
get
angry
at
the
end.
Paul
Muller
said.
The play was described as "a sitcom
Kent has spent the last 19 months writmeets stage" and the description seemed Hearing the response was really cool,"
said
Walter
on
his
feelings
about
the
pering
and preparing the script for the prodto fit. There was a laid-back attitude in
formances.
"It's
ink
on
paper
until
the
uct
that
was shown.
the Fine Arts Theater on Friday and
first
time
someone
hears
it,"
Kent
com"I've
learned
how fun it is when I have
Saturday nights. Walter began the play
mented.
a
voice
in
my
head,
and then get to hear
with a few simple words, encouraging the
someone
else
say
it, and see that it
"I
was
impressed
by
the
quality
of
the
audience to worship along with the cast
humor,"
Dr.
Jim
Nutter
commented.
works,"
Walter
added.
members.

A

Take a Hiking Trip this Autumn
By Brit Engbrecht
REPORTER

Have you ever felt the need to get away
for awhile? To escape the everyday hectic
life? Then, you might want to go hiking.
"For me, the greatest reward of hiking is
the opportunity to learn to listen. When I
abandon the usual, or mechanical, and
even meaningful voices that so often fill my
head and heart, I am able to hear God's
voice more clearly," said Christina Wade, a
TESL major and a LU 2003 graduate.
"Personally I hike for the rawness of it.
There is the obvious raw masculinity of
roughing the outdoors, but most importantly the rawness of the discipline of solitude," said

Matt Arbo, a senior philosophy and religion Major from Knoxville Tenn.
Arbo enjoys hiking along The
Appalachian Trail. The Appalachian Trail,
otherwise known as the "A.T.," is a 2,172.6mile-long mountaintop filled with footpaths and nature in the raw (located 40
miles northwest of Lynchburg on the way
to Natural Bridge.) This particular mountain range spans from Maine to Georgia.
Although there are not any restrooms
available along the A.T. there are shelters
and campsites as well as historic monuments.
There are some things needed for hiking
such as; comfortable shoes, a good pack,
water, and a flashlight.
Wade suggests "in the fall and winter it
is usually a good idea to wear layers of
clothing in case you warm up or the mountain cools down."
Hiking can be challenging
for those who have never done
it before, but the real challenge is the element of
solitude. For Arbo and
Wade solitude is the
main reason they both
enjoy hiking.
"When I am on the trail
and I experience solitude
there's nothing left, but who I am
presented before the perfect Almighty

amyjordan
Life is like... a Jane
Austen novel
hy is it that everything always
piles up at once? If you're like
me, then you'll go for a week or
so where absolutely nothing is due, and
the world seems like a simple place.
Then, out of nowhere, a massive amount
of projects and assignments will hit you,
forcing you to spend a weekend in your
room, trying to get everything finished.
And, at least with me, it usually happens
that all of the work is coming from one or
two classes.
This weekend I've been working on
several different relatively massive
assignments due this week that are all
based on one novel. 1 must confess that
my life has become consumed with Pride
and Prejudice. While there has always
been a very special place in my heart for
Elizabeth Bennett and Mr. Darcy, 1 have
to admit that 1 will be relieved once
Tuesday at 3 p.m. comes along and 1 can

W
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and I am forced to recognize His richness
and perfection and recognize my finite
imperfection," said Arbo.
There are many places in Central
Virginia to go hiking. There is of course the
A.T., as well as more low-key locations such
as; Black Water Creek foot trails, and Peaks
View Park.
"I think another reason why hiking is so
enjoyable is that it requires something of
me. It requires energy, and effort, and purpose. I have spoken mostly of the benefits
of turning hiking into an opportunity for
solitude, but I also think it is a great opportunity to allow fellowship among friends.
Instead of the usual entertainmentresponse approach to good times, friends
are given the chance to enjoy God through
each other and nature. I also think there is
something to be said of what develops in
the relationships of those who travel
together. In a small way, I think that our
souls and minds are moved more than our
feet when we are in God's presence through
nature," said Wade.
For more information on hiking visit
http://www.trailplace.com
or
http://www.americanhiking.org. There are
also monthly hiking trips available to LU
students through the Student Splash Page.
Check em' out!

put them out of my mind for awhile.
For those of you who aren't familiar
with the plot of Jane Austen's story,
Pride and Prejudice, let me just warn you
now—not a whole lot happens. Austen
tells the story of Elizabeth
Bennett, who is preju
diced against
Mr.
Darcy, and Mr. Darcy,
who is too proud for
Elizabeth Bennett.
Eventually
they
move beyond their
first impressions, fall
in love, and live happily ever after. The
end. With a few
minor
subplots,
that's really all that
there is to the
story.
When you read
Jane Austen, you
come away feeling
like you know her
characters. You love
Elizabeth Bennett,
despise her mother,
and can't help but like
Mr. Darcy. For those of

Halloween is just around the corner and Liberty
students already be thinking about what kind of
costume to wear for that upcoming costume party.
Although many of the costumes focus on the evil
and gory it is easy to come up with better ideas and
be creative. After all, who wants to be the 300th
witch or ghost to walk by on Halloween night?
Because some of you may lack creativity (like
this writer) or just don't have time to decide on a
costume, the Champion has some ideas for you.
C h i n a Doll: Paint your face white and over the
white paint have very red blush, blue eye shadow
and heavy eyeliner and mascara. Put your hair up
in a bun, wear something like a kimono (this could
be a bit harder to find) and thong sandals.
B a s k e t o f Laundry: For this costume you
decide whether you want to be a clean or dirty basket of laundry (you may get more candy if you
choose clean). Pick a pair of sweatpants and a
sweatshirt or turtleneck preferably the same color.
Buy a cheap laundry basket and cut a hole in it
small enough so that you can put it over your head,
but it won't fall down over your hips. Throw some
clothes into the basket (folded if they are clean,
scattered about if they are dirty), some clothes
pins and a few dryer sheets, and for LU purposes
you may want to add a bag of change.
P a i r o f Dice: This is a great costume to use
with a friend of significant other because it takes
two people. Get two large sturdy boxes and cut out
three holes, one for your head and two for your
hands. Paint the whole box white. This could take
a few coats so that you can't see the brown box
through the paint. Cut out the appropriate number of dots from black construction paper, and
tape or glue them on. You and your friend will be
a huge hit!

you who aren't so English-minded, it's
the same way that you feel about Ross
and Rachel, or perhaps Jerry and Elaine.
You develop these bonds with the characters, either of love or hate, because
whoever wrote the script did an extremely good job of making you feel like you
knew them.
Perhaps because there
isn't a whole lot of excitement
going on in Austen's novel, it
forces you to pay attention to
the little details of the characters' lives. Dr. Prior, the
professor for my English
Novel class, commented, "the works reveal
the ethical basis of
everyday life, that
even
ordinary
events
require
moral judgments,
alertness of the
will,
intellect,
and
self-control."
Maybe some of
you are in the
midst of earth-shatteringly
exciting

Clown: Find some really big light colored or
funny clothes. It is best to use clothing that you
might not want to wear again. Decorating your big
clothes with markers, fabric paint, puff paint,
pom-poms or patches gives the clothes a more
"clowny" look. Get a cheap wig, some make-up
(maybe you don't need any because you already
look the part) and a funny hat and you will be the
best homemade clown in Lynchburg!
S c a r e c r o w : To be a scarecrow you will need a
pair of faded, old (preferably a little large) blue
jeans, some patches, an old flannel shirt, rope,
paper, and some hay or straw. Stuff the shirt and
pants with some paper to make the costume
crunch when you walk like hay. Use some of the
rope for a belt and use the rest to tie some straw
hanging out of your sleeves and pant legs. You
may want to get a straw hat to wear and some
make-up for red cheeks and an exaggerated smile
(maybe the clown will have some left over).
For more great ideas and instructions on how to
make yourself the perfect costume without going
broke, log on to http://www.robinsfyi.com/holidays/halloween/costumes.htm.

events right now, but I have a feeling that
most of us are simply just trying to make
it to Thanksgiving break. We're writing
papers, finishing projects and going to
class. These don't seem like incredibly
exciting events.
What we need to remember is that
even in the ordinary things, we have the
opportunity to make choices, and to act in
a manner pleasing to God. Choosing to sit
with the girl who's sitting by herself in the
cafeteria may not be as exciting as being
martyred for the faith, but it's still pleasing to God. It's the little things in life that
make us the people that we are. Are you
the guy that's kind to the less-than-cool
kid on your hall, or are you the jerk? We
rarely think about the little aspects of our
lives, but they define us just as the actions
of Elizabeth and Mr. Darcy defined them.
Oswald Chambers made the statement,
"We look for visions of heaven and we
never dream that all the time God is in
the commonplace things and people
around us." Look for God in the simple
moments and seek to please Him in the
everyday events of life. Even if you're life
is as ordinary as a Jane Austen novel,
there's still a story to be told. It's up to
you to make it worthwhile.
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Say hello to shorter days, frosty mornings and
cold, starlit nights. Ready or not, October is almost
over and November is about to arrive. We are packing up our sun dresses, sandals, and cargo shorts to
make room for sweaters, scarves, and jackets. So now
that the season of swimming and sunbathing is over,
what are we to do? Here are some ideas for the few
Liberty students who are at a loss for entertainment
to try out on a cool fall day...

OCTOBER

nouemBER
QUOT E

"Autumn is
the mellower
season, and
what we lose
in flowers we more than
gain in fruits."
- Samuel Butler

&

28

29

Chocolate Day

"Rake up some
leaves and fall
in them. We
did it all the
time in North
Dakota. Fun
times."
-Freshman
Kim Burns,
Nursing Major.

y l What's the
ratio of a pumpkin's circumference
to its diameter?

1

Go for a
hike or bike
ride. Liberty
Mountain may
not be as
majestic as the
Rockies, but
it does provide some
gorgeous
views.

national
Candy Corn
Day

H : Pumpkin Pi

November is

Today is

national
Peanut Butter
louer's month

Sandwich

Laura Bush's
Birthday, 1946

q

11

10

Grab your "*
sister or
brother dorm
or any other
large group of
friends and
play football.

national
Pizza With
the Works
Except
Hnchouies
Day

L

I
17

national
Bible Week

Taken
Hike Day

Teddy Bear
Day

Celebrate by
lacing your
boots up tight
and hitting the
trail -The
Peaks of Otter
is a must!

Every girlfriend
should have a
teddy bear
from her
boyfriend.
Buy her one
today and
surprise her!

24

23
Hockey Day

30
First day of
Hduent

18

Enjoy a mug of
hot chocolate,
apple cider, or
hot tea. WalMart has a
wide variety
of all three.
(The
Butterfinger
hot chocolate
rocks!)

25

20

19

Sadie
Hawkins Day

JENPOCIUS

The tables have
turned...Girls
ask out a guy
on a date
today! It's ok
to still make
him pay.

Find someone
who has access to
an oven and ask
them if you can
borrow it. Tell
them you will pay
them back with a
treat. Bake cookies, pumpkin
bread, or apple
pie.

World
Kindness
Day

"Take a nap."
- Junior
Megan Smith,
Math major

16

8

Enjoy a caramel
apple. You can
buy them ready
made or purchase your
favorite kind of
apple,
microwaveable
caramel sheets
and make them
wyourselves.

Election Day

• Know

21

Hometown: Quakertown, Pa.
Favorite Day of the Week: Saturday,
because I don't have to set an alarm.
Accomplishment you are most proud
of: Passing my policy paper.

15

if i could spend a day with anyone in
the world it would be: Will Farrell

national
Clean out Vour
Refrigerator
Day

Most treasured material possession:
shoes arid clothes
What I do in my free time: I'm an
amazing nap taker.
Favorite movie: Zoolander
If I could have any job for a day I
would want to be: A wedding planner.

22

First thing I notice about people:
shoes or feet

Pull on some
old jeans and
sneakers and
head to the
apple orchard.
Climb the trees,
pick apples,
and play tag.

Pencil
Invented
in 1895

My ideal Saturday would be: Waking
up and the Golden Girls being on.
If I could only eat at one restaurant
for the rest of my life I would want it
to be: A Chinese Buffet—there's so
many choices.
Favorite Book: Anything about the
mafia.

27

26

THHRKSGIUinG

DAY

Eat some leftovers and be
thankful all
over for what
God's given
you.

Where I see myself ten years after
Liberty: Married (hopefully) with kids
(possibly).
What I'm most grateful for: The sacrifices my parents are making to put me
through school.
Louisa May
Alcott's
Birthday

•—Compiled by Amy Jordan, LIFE! editor

GRAPHICS BY KEVIN BOYD

Other Fun Fall Ideas
• "Walk along with the leaves crunching
under your feet while you admire the brilliant shades of red, orange, and yellow overhead on your way to enjoy a steamy cup of
apple cider with that special someone."
-Sophomore Julie McCord, nursing major
• "Go skydiving. Skydiving would be cool in
the fall. You wouldn't just have the adrenaline rush, you would have the adrenaline
rush plus you are falling into a kaleidoscope
of color." -Sophomore Jessica Mongeon,
education major.

• Studying can be stressful and has been while helping someone out.
scary ones) and pass out treats. Remember
known to cause hallucinations if engaged in
not all the kids can eat sugar, so go to the
for prolonged periods of time, so round up • Head to Barnes and Nobles and do some dollar store and buy coloring books, stuffed
your roommates and hit a paint ball field. just-for-fun reading. Leave the text books in animals and toys appropriate for the
You can take out your pent up energy and the dorm and browse the shelves for some- bedridden. If you are low on cash, make
aggression on one another with out getting thing funny, light, or inspirational. If the cute cards and just spend time with the
in trouble with your RA for causing a dis- thought of reading even for fun is not kids.
turbance on the hall.
appealing to you, head to the kids section
If you think some of these seem silly or
and rediscover your favorite childhood pic- juvenile, you're right. And what better time
• Ask the pastor at your church for the ture book.
to re-connect with your inner child than
names of an elderly couple in the congreganow! So give one or two a try; even if you
tion. Recruit some friends from your dorm • Call the local hospital and see if you and don't brighten your day, maybe you will
and go rake leaves and clean out gutters. your prayer group can come and visit the brighten someone else's.
You get the chance to enjoy the weather pediatric floor. Dress up in costumes (avoid

6th JAnnuaC'BridaCShowcase is coming I
By Laura Beaton
KKI'OKTKK

arriage is what most girls dream
about all their lives. They imagine
what their dress will look like, how
they will wear their hair, who will be in their
wedding, and where they will get married.
Some gills are ready to make their dreams a
reality.
For those females getting started with
plans for the big day, the 6th Annual Bridal
Showcase is taking place at Liberty
University in the Schilling Center November
8 from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. For brides to be,
there is no charge. Liberty students that
show their student ID pay $2, and general
admission is $5.
Throughout the day, there will be several
prizes that are given away. The grand prize is
a drawing for a tour-day three-night honeymoon getaway in .Jamaica provided by

M
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Holiday Travel. Anyone is welcomed to
attend the event. Husbands-to-be
are encouraged to come as well.
"Every bride should bring the
significant people in their life to
help them think through
the whole process.
There is going to be a ^ N
wealth of information ^ ~
presented," said Debbie
Miller, publisher, owner,
and editor of The Central
Virginia Bridal Guide.
One of the most anticipated
events at the Bridal Showcase is
the fashion show. Twenty female
Liberty students will model the
latest fashions in bridal wear.
Celebration Bridal & Formal is
providing the dresses.
Another highlight of the day is the introduction of the Bride of the Year, April

Jordan. Jordan is a 2003
Liberty graduate, and married Cliff Jordan on March 1,
2003. Jordan's stoiy
is featured in the
C e n t r a l
Virginia's
Bridal Guide.
At
the
Bridal Showcase,
there will be a place
where brides can register for the 2004
bride-of-the-year
contest. The luncheon for the contest is
February 7, 2004 at
West Manor, and the deadline to
register is Jan. 27, 2004. For more information on how to register, call 237-9083.
"Anyone can register for the 2004 bride of
the year contest even if they are not getting

f
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married in Lynchburg. The bride will receive
a special gift package if she is selected,"
Miller said.
Some liberty students that are getting
married in other parts of the country may
wonder why they should attend the event.
Miller says, "Brides should make the most of
their time while they arc away from home.
The Bridal Showcase will expose brides to
photographers' styles, dresses, honeymoons,
flowers, counseling, insurance advice and
more."
The Bridal showcase is bringing in over 50
vendors to help brides plan a special, unique
and fun wedding day. Moreover, some of the
vendors will talk to brides about marriage
insurance, buying a home or buying a car.
Getting friends involved in the process
can be that much more fun. The day is sure
to be filled with prizes, excitement and

information.
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Womens soccer: Big South Conference tourney preview
year. The victory was goalkeeper Natalie
Mayer's second shutout of the 2003 season.
She also recorded six saves in the September
There is no denying the fact that this year 20 match up. She previously had a shutout
has been a disappointing one for the against Longwood in September, as the
women's soccer team. In most instances Flames ended tied at zero for the game.
they have lost hard-fought games and they
The second win came against conference
have played their hearts out only to come foe High Point University on October 9.
away empty handed.
Recently, the Flames tied Radford on
But as the team heads into the Big South October 14 at a score of 2-2.
Conference Championship, it has the opporSaturday afternoon the Lady Flames were
tunity to take bright points from the season able to knock off the Charleston Southern
and put them into practice.
Buccaneers 3-2 to claim their third victory.
Overall, the team's record this year is a Mandee Judd and Alaina Hohnarth put the
lopsided 3-13-2. Near the beginning of the Flames on top in the first half. The squad's
year they battled such teams as East only shot on goal in the second half came
Carolina, Wake Forest and the University of from sophomore Sarah Davis. Davis was able
Georgia. Lately the team has faced Virginia to score only five minutes into the second
half, and the goal put the Flames up for good.
Tech, Georgetown and UVa.
Their first win came against Coastal
Although the Lady Flames are a long way off
Carolina in what was the seventh game of the from the 2002 season, when they finished 5-0-1
Ben Cates
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WANTED: OFFENSE-The names need to get
good touches from their players to spark its
goal-deficient offense.

in the Big South, they have a good chance to surprise some teams going into the tournament.
Last year, when the Flames were demolishing their Big South opponents, head coach
James Price said, "Long term, we're looking
to work our way into the Top 25, which we
know we are some ways off from. I feel like
this year's team will push us closer to realizing that goal."
They are in a different position than last
year, but now they must play to take out
other teams. They feature four talented seniors, and a firm, grounded junior class.
It is important to remember that against
bigger, more talented teams, a loss is not
always a loss. Sometimes it can be a learning
experience. That is what the Flames have
experienced this year.
As the Flames go into the Big South
Tournament beginning November 6, their
chances are just as good as the other teams.

Flames heavily outshot in tough series against Indiana
Mike Troxel

shutdown, but was repeatedly run over by
Indiana.
The Flames Hockey team traveled to
Josh Pierce got the team even with IU again,
Indiana to take on. the Hoosier's this past with goals at 1:39 and 7:02 of the second periweekend. The first game was a seesaw battle od. Indiana got back on the board in the second
that saw Flames goalie Kevin Rainey face 19 period as Liberty's defense struggled to pick up
shots in the first period. Two found their way the opposing forwards and kill off penalties.
into the net as the Flames went down early. The Hoosier's scored goals at 14:09,14:36, and
Rainey did everything he could to keep IU again at 15:37 to take a commanding 5-2 lead.
Pierce's hat trick with 29 seconds left in the period pulled
Liberty within two, but it wasn't enough as IU got two more
in the third to take a 7-3 win.
"A bookshop like you've never seen
Kevin Rainey stopped 53
Bargain Prices
shots in the game.
The second game saw a
I $ 3 . 0 0 off Next Purchase]
fired
up Liberty team looking
I of Ten Dollars or More I
for vindication. They had been
I
I
out shot 60-37 in the first
Red, White & Blue House
match, and had one player
injured.
3407 Memorial Ave. • Lynchburg, VA 24501 • 845-1336
Liberty grabbed the lead
when Ryan Rosewell scored a
short-handed goal on a Josh
Pierce assist at 7:18 in the
first. Rainey made sure the
goal held up as he took a shut
out into the second period.
The Flames found themselves killing off yet another
Dining &
penalty but that didn't matter
Reception Hall
to Pierce, who found the back
(formerly Jeanne's)
of the net for the Flames secSPORTS REPORTER

Bookshop On The Avenue

avtiily Style

Menu

^'iMtfffjjjW

Choice of two entrees:
Tips with Onions • Oven Fried Chicken
Honey Bake&Ham • Fried Flounder

BROWNSTONE
PROPERTY INC

Side dishes include:
Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans • Stuffing • Cole Slaw •
Cinnamon Apples • Biscuits • Fruit Cobbler with Ice
Cream •
Assorted Beverages
All items offered for one inclusive price, (tax included)
Adults
Children under 12
2 and under

ed about facing Dayton this coming weekend.
ond short handed goal.
Indiana finally scored on a power play at "Dayton's ranked in the top 10 in the South
17:57 of the second period and followed up with East, so they're going to be a strong team. The
another at 18:37. Liberty fought off more way we played the second game I have full conpenalties for the rest of the period but IU snuck fidence in the team that we will win," Handy
the puck under Rainey's pads at 4:13 of the said.
third to go up 3-2. It didn't stay that way long,
Liberty's Rob Dinning suffered a dislocated
as Jeff Smale buried a rocket from the point at kneecap in the second game and freshman
7:06 to tie the game up.
Dustin Slightham suffered a concussion in the
first,
after being crosschecked in the back of the
The Flames found a rare power play chance
head.
Both players should return for Liberty's
at 9:45, but penalties for too many men and
road
trip
to Michigan on November 7, but will
high sticking at 10:46 and 10:53 turned it into
another IU advantage. Liberty battled hard for be out for this weekend's games against the
the rest of the game and killed off penalties to Dayton Flyers.
come away with a tie against one of the top
Friday's game is in Charlottesville at 10 pm,
three teams in the nation. "The team took a lit- and Saturday's game is in Roanoke at 11 pm.
tle longer to mesh
because we had a lot of
new guys come in," said
Coach Kirk Handy.
"They (IU) were a pretty good, solid team. I
wish the first game would
have been closer, but in
the second (game) we
played really well," Handy
said. He also praised his
defense and? Rainey, who
faced over 100 shots this
weekend. "Rainey was
unbelievable. He had two
MIKE TROXEL
really strong games,"
BREAKAWAY-Liberty
had
few
good
scoring
chances
like
this
one in
Handy said.
their games against IU. The Flames were constantly shorthanded.
Coach Handy is excit-

Central Virginia's Choice
For Professional
Property Management

$12
$6
FREE

3854025

Private Rooms available for Wedding Receptions, Private
Parties and Business Meetings. Separate Menus
Available.
<tiours: 'WJc'bncsbay - Saturbay 4-.30-8-.30 p.m.
Surttiiy 'Noon-T.OO p.m.
10 Minutes from £ynchbur$ on 'Route 460 'East
434-993-2415

Do you Speak Russian?
3rd grade teacher needs assistance with
Russian at Concord Elementary
There is a little Russian girl who has only
been in the US for three months that
needs your help. The teacher wants to
set up tutoring for her during the
school day. If you are available
anytime between 9AM - 3PM
(Monday- Friday) your assistance would be greatly
appreciated (even if for
only 1/2 and hour).
Please contact

Melanie Kesler
at 993-2257.

1658 Graves Mill Road
e-mail: infoiffbrownstoneproperties.com
Visit our website at www.brownstoneproperties.com

<rd Elementary is just
15 minutes from LU

*

Operation Christmas Child
Pick up boxes and
labels in the
Champion Office in
DeMoss

Gifts dae
Nov 20
Bring smiles to the
faces of God's little
children!
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Flames show grit vs. Wahoos LU Volleyball
Andrew Martin
SPORTS EDITOR

The University of Virginia used a
pair of goals six minutes apart to
defeat the Flames 2-1 on Saturday
night in front of 1,500 fans at
Klockner stadium in Charlottesville.
The Cavaliers got their opening
goal late in the first half when junior
defender John Hartman sent a ball
into the box. Forward Ian Holder
went up for the ball and headed it
past Liberty's goalkeeper K.J.
Sabotchick.
"Virginia is so good in the air,"
Flames coach Jeff Alder said. "Their
guy got a step on us, he barely touched
the ball and scored a good goal."
Holder, scoring his first goal of his
college career, proceeded to celebrate in an elaborate fashion. He ran
towards the Flames bench, pulled his
shirt up over his head, did a summersault and sat there for a few seconds

as his teammates mobbed him.
The early pressure by the Flames
was negated by Holder's goal in the
41st minute of play.
Leading up to the first tally,
Liberty was putting constant pressure on the Cavaliers - they just
weren't able to get on the board.
"Usually the first minutes of the
game are 100 miles per hour. I felt
like if we could hold on then, we
would settle in," Alder said.
With two minutes remaining in the
half, a corner kick was awarded to
Liberty. Midfielder Hollis Donaldson
took the corner, sent it into the eighteen, the ball bounced around off a few
players before it was finally cleared.
The Cavaliers came out smoking at
the start of the second half. In the
47th minute, they capitalized on a
foul by Flames defender Osei
Telesford when forward Mike
Littlefield scored.

JEN SUNSHINE

THAT'S MY BALL-Flames defender Osei Telesford goes up for a ball in Saturday's game.
Telesford played a strong, consistent game on the back line for Liberty.

The foul by Telesford gave
Virginia a free kick at the top left of
the box. The kick was taken by Will
Hall. Littlefield received the ball and
put it into the back of the net for a 20 lead.
Flames captain Brentley Kellum
showed the Cavaliers that his team
wasn't going to go away easily when
he took a shot from just over midfield. The ball started to sail over
goalkeeper Ryan Burke, who had to
dive backwards into the net, getting
a hand on the ball deflecting it just
enough to keep it from going in.
Liberty got its first goal in the 78th
minute as a handball in the box by the
Cavaliers set up a penalty kick by Darryl
Roberts. Roberts drilled the ball into
the back right netting, while Burke dove
left, cutting the lead in half.
"I felt like if we could get it to 2-1,
we could get the equalizer," Alder
said of Robert's goal.
Hard work at the end of the game
produced chances for the Flames - they
just came up short, as the Cavaliers
were content with hunkering down and
playing tough defense.
Virginia out shot the Flames 14-9
in the game.
The Cavaliers entered the match
ranked 25 in the nation. It was the second straight game against a top 25 team
for the Flames. They were defeated in
their last outing 5-3 by 14th ranked
Coastal Carolina on October 19.
"Playing a team with more
national championships than anybody, it was just a great experience
for our kids," Alder said of the game
against Virginia.
The Flames are back in action
October 29 when the travel to
Asheville, N.C. to take on the
Bulldogs. Kickoff is set for 4 p.m.
The final home game is November
7 against Birmingham- Southern.

Continued from PAGE 14

However, the Flames regrouped to take game three by the
score of 30-27. McKeown registered eight kills in the third.
After going up 2-1 by vanning game three, the Lady Flames
took the fourth match easily, 30-27. They hit .447 on the
game, with 18 kills.
The Flames still hold first place in the Big South. Their
standing is instrumental because, out of their eight remaining games, only two will be played on the road.
The Lady Flames will play their only remaining non-conference game on October 30, against UNC Greensboro at 7
p.m. Following that game, the team will participate in its
final two road games back-to-back. They then will return
home for five final regular season games in the Vines Center.
The Lady Flames will continue to heat up the courts as
they seek a Big South regular season championship.

sportsupdate
£9!HP!!?^ by Ben Cafes, from various news sources

Marlins capture World Series Title
The Florida Marlins became the new champions of
baseball Saturday night, as they defeated the New York
Yankees 2-0. The Marlins were led in game six by Josh
Beckett, who pitched a five-hit shutout and kept the
"Bronx Bomber's" bats silent. The win marks the second World Series title for Florida, who also won in
1997. After the final out was made, the Marlins celebrated on the infield of Yankee Stadium.
Beckett was especially glad that he could hold off
the Yankees. "We wanted to come in here, and that's
who we wanted to play," he said. If you are going to
beat somebody, why not beat the best?"

'Bama takes UT to Five OT's
The long-time Tennessee-Alabama rivalry reached
new peaks on Saturday. After five tense overtimes,
Tennessee, led by QB Casey Clausen, finally defeated
the Crimson Tide 51-43. Clausen was able to sneak into
the endzone on a one yard play.
"This was Tennessee-Alabama classic game,"
Tennessee linebacker Robert Peace said. "You can tell
both teams wanted it, and we are both exhausted."
Tennessee is currently ranked 22 in the BCS poll.

WVU waxes Virginia Tech
West Virginia shocked #3 Virginia Tech on
Wednesday, outscoring them 28-7 in the game. The
Hokies chances of a national title are now slim.
WVU's Quincy Wilson rushed for a season-high
178 yards in the Mountaineer's win.
The upset will change the BCS poll around, as
Tech was previously undefeated. The Hokies will face
#2 Miami on Nov. 1.

sweet:

Singh wins at Disney

it's called hiptop*
it's full color, and it fits
in your hand.
go ahead, e-mail,
surf the web.

Vikings lose first game

it comes with AOl!
Instant Messenger; *
J>

with fully integrated
PDA.
check out our cool
hiptop* plans, starting as
low as $29.95 a month.

AT&T Wireless

WeGetlt.

SunConrr
Member of the AT8T Wireless Network

Exciuiiv* Authorized Dealers

SMNCOM STORE LOCATIONS
SALEM
Ridgewood Farms Plaza
1923-B Electric Rd
(across from Lewis-Gale Hospital)
314-8280
(M-Sat o:3oa-6p)

ROANOKE
Hunting Hills Plaza
4208-J Franklin Rd SW
(near Wal-Mart)
815-8480
(M-Sat o:3oa-6:3op)

Fre« Overnight Delivery 1-877-W5-57'

VALLEY VIEW
4750 Valley View Blvd
(across from Ruby Tuesday)

314-8240
(M-Sat o:3oa-8p, Sun i-5p)

CHRISTIANSBURC
Spradlin Farm
Shopping Center
30 Spradlin Farm Dr
(near Barnes li Noble)
449-8940
(M-Sat y;3oa-7p)
r a t e Sales 877-331-46:

•4£!k-

t
ilVllOilllOlti'l'

x/*»
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Valley Wireless

t»f~t«»mm

ILink Communications

p online

Vijay Singh cruised to victory at the Funai
Classic at Disney, and passed Tiger Woods on the
PGA money list.
Singh finished Saturday in a four-way tie for
first place. But he was dominant on Sunday, shooting a 5-under 67. He was at 23-under for the tournament, four strokes ahead of Woods, Stewart Clink
and Scott Verplank.

www.SunCom

limited lime offer. $}$ activation fee and ia-month service agreement required. Inter national long distance calls are nut included, nor are calls that require a credit card or operator assistance to
complete. SunCom reserves the right to terminate your agreement if more than 50% of your minutes are not on the SunCom Networks. SunCom service available for residents of specified ZIP codes only.
Other fees such as taxes, utility use, directory assistance, universal service fund, toll, roaming and long distance apply. HIPTOP is a registered trademark of Danger, Inc. in the United Staces and ocher
countries. See stores for details. CSunCom 2003.

The NFC's last remaining unbeaten team finally fell on Sunday, losing 29-17 to the defunct New
York Giants.
The Giants were led by their Quarterback, Kerry
Collins, who picked apart the Vikings defensive unit
for 375 yards and two touchdowns, both to Ike
Hilliard.
For the Vikings, Randy Moss continued his hot
streak with 125 yards receiving and two touchdowns.
Vikings Quarterback Daunte Culpepper threw his
first two interceptions of the year in the loss.

Lightning lone undefeated in NHL
The Tampa Bay Lightning are the only undefeated team in the NHL. They have won their first
six games.
Their last win came at the hands of the
Minnesota Wild 3-2 on Saturday night.
The Wild took an early 2-0 lead on the Lightning,
but goals Vincent Lecavalier, Cory Stillman, and
Brad Richards.

University of Virginia wins
The University of Virginia went out of conference to beat Troy State 24-0 in front of the
Charlottesville crowd.
Alvin Pearlman started the onslaught with a
seven yard touchdown scamper and a six yard
touchdown run in the first quarter. Pearlman finished the game with 138 yards rushing and two
touchdowns for the Cavaliers.
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Seth Reichart: Husband handling a heavy load
Allie Kearns

want to play as hard as I can."
As one of the Flames key players,
Reichart is counted on to make an impact
this season. "I want to win games but I
want to be seen as more than a player. I
want to impact people by the way I live my
life. I want to be genuine, up front, and a
hard worker. I want to try and live my life
as Christ lived."
While the Flames' football schedule

SPORTS REPORTER

keeps Reichart constantly on the go, his life
off the field is equally busy. He is a fulltime student majoring in psychology and
biblical studies. Following in his father's
footsteps, his dream is to run and direct an
inner city outreach youth center. "I want to
create a safe haven for kids where discipleship is going on. I want kids to be able to
come and be encouraged. There is just so
much need. These kids are broken."

As a returning starter at defensive end,
Seth Reichart knows what it is like to handle a heavy load during the 60 minutes of
on-field action. Reichart also knows what
it's like to handle the daunting task of
being a full-time student, athlete and husband, all at the same time.
Reichart comes from Ellwood, Penn.,
where he was raised by his father, Matt
and his mother, Susan. His siblings
include an older brother and three
younger sisters.
Much of Reichart's childhood was spent at
summer camps alongside his father who,
every year, took a break from his job selling
life insurance. These early years of working
with inner city kids instilled a passion within
Reichart for reaching out to less privileged
youth. Those years also allowed for
Reichart's father to ingrain a healthy work
$thic in each one of his children.
That strong work ethic is still prevalent
in Reichart's life today as he plays his
hardest for the Flames, game after game.
Reichart was on the starting line-up for
ihe Flames every game last season and
nine out of eleven games in his freshman
year. In high school, Reichart was named
as one of the Top 50 prospects in Western
Pennsylvania. His blue-collar work ethic
knd aggressiveness out on the field is a big
key to his ability.
Although Reichart has experienced
tremendous success in his football career,
there are some areas he sees for improveMIKETROXEL
ment. "I always want to work on my technique. Every day, I want to give a 100 per- HERE I COME-Flames defensive end Seth Reichart is on the tail of a Kentucky Wesleyan running
cent effort and lead by example. I just back, looking to make the tackle. Reichart is second on the team with 55 total tackles.

Football opponents playing well

Dorm 2 8 1 loves
Dorm 5 1 . our brothers in Christ
MAINTENANCE i
i
TUNE-UP

Lynchburg
14415 Wards
Road
(Across from Sheetz
Gas Station)

582-4500

OILCHANGE
& LUBE

i

From $12.90*

•
•
I
|
|
•
I

Includes:
• Oil change
(up to 5 qts.Pcn/oil I0W30)
• Replace Oil Filter
• Lubricate chassis
• FREE Brake & vehicle
maintenance inspection.

I
I

With coupon. Expires 11/08/03

30/60/90
SCHEDULED

BRAKE SPECIAL
From: $44.90* per axle.
Save $$

MAINTENANCE

Includes:
• Install new disc brake pads only
From:
• Some foreign cars, trucks and
vans additional.
$
• Inspect rotors, turning
additional
• Free Brake inspection
• Inspect master cylinder and brake
hoses
I Includes:
• Add fluid as needed
• Test-drive vehicle
6 & 8 cyl slightly higher.
• Semi-metallic pads additional.
Includes parts
With coupon. Expires 11/08/03

159

Some vans, pick-ups, transverse and hard to tunc engines
additional.
Environmental Fee May Apply

|

90

i FUEL I N J E C T I O N • • on, lube & niter

Save your Transmission with
Preventative Maintenance

I
I
I
I

From:

[TRANSMISSIONS.]
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From $29.90* 4cyl

With coupon. Expires 11/08/03

ALL TUNE

Andrew Martin

Includes:
• Install new spark plugs
(plalinum plugs add'l)
• Inspect, filters, belts & hoses
• Other engine performance items
additional
• 12,000 miles, 12 month
guarantee, whichever comes first.

M-F 8-6; Sat 8-4 |

95i

39

> Free Road Test • Change Fluid •
•Adjust Linkage • Clean Screen «
•Parts Additional •

i
i
i

SERVICE
From: $69.90*
Includes most vehicles
Includes:
• Three-stage cleaning
• Save on costly repairs
• Recommended every 15,000
miles
• Fuel filter additional
• Reduce emissions

I

Maintenance Tune-Up
• New PVC filter
• New air filter

The Flames may be 2-6 on the year, but a
few of their losses were to some of the toughest teams in the country.
Bowling Green and Toledo both have
pulled off great wins against nationally
ranked teams, while Bowling Green is
ranked in the top 25 currently at number
17 in the Associated Press poll, with a
record of 7-1.
The Falcons of Bowling Green have played
the best out of the Flames opponents.
This past weekend they beat Northern
Illinois, who was ranked number 10 in the
BCS rankings. This ranking system is the
one responsible for the national championship pairing, as well as the other major
bowl game pairings.
This weekend's contest against Northern
Illinois was a showcase game for Falcons
quarterback Josh Harris. He was touted as a
Heisman candidate early in the season and
on Saturday he threw for a career-high 438
yards and three touchdowns.
Against the Flames, Harris only amassed
128 yards passing and one touchdown in the
Bowling Green victory.
Early in the season, BGSU took on then

• New spark plugs
(platinum plugs additional)
• Cooling system service with new
anti-frcezc (up to I gallon)
• Transmission service & filter
• Tire rotation
• Clean & adjust brakes
• Repack wheel bearing
(if applicable)

16th ranked Purdue, from the Big Ten conference, and beat them 27-26.
After that loss, Purdue was able to string
more wins together edging them up in the
rankings to number 10 before being beaten
this weekend by Michigan State.
The Toledo Rockets beat a top ten team
early on when they defeated 9th ranked
Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh plays out of the Big
East conference, against teams such as
Miami, Virginia Tech and Syracuse.
In the win against the Panthers, Toledo's
quarterback Bruce Gradkowski smoked the
Pitt defense for 461 yards in the air.
The Rockets won the game 35-31 behind
the arm of Gradkowski.
On September 6 when the Flames
traveled up to Ohio to take on Toledo,
Gradkowski only threw for 250 yards,
but he did put the ball in the endzone
three times.
The Rockets were unable to score in the
fourth quarter against the Flames defense
that day. They won the game 49-3.
The record Liberty has may not be
strong, but the competition they have
faced has been stiff.The Flames are 1-1 in
conference and take on Charleston Southern
November 1.

Campus
Calendar

With coupon. Expires 11/08/03

With coupon, l-xpircs 11/08/03

With coupon. Expires 11/08/03

A large part of Reichart's life is also
spent being a husband to his wife Niki.
The couple was married June of 2002and
he credits his wife as being his biggest
supporter. "She is always there in the
tough times and to celebrate with me in
the victories. It's a great privilege to be
able to love her and have her love me in
return. God has used that love to grow
me a lot."
As a Christian, Reichart's faith has
made a difference in how he plays football and the way in which he lives his life.
"I've been learning that I have to work as
hard as I can but I have to rely on God to
take care of things out of my control. I'd
lose my mind if I didn't have my faith. I
have to believe God is doing what He
needs to do."
The path that Reichart has taken in his
life has not always been an easy one. He
has been forced to experience the agony of
defeat, which is the struggle of any elite
athlete. "Losing games is the biggest
obstacle I have had to overcome. I've lost
a lot of games since I started playing football but I just had to keep believing and
pursuing that hope of winning. It's a daily
challenge at times but I have to keep
pushing away those negative thoughts."
Although Reichart's life is a balancing
act of so many different things, he wouldn't have it any other way. "Being a fulltime student, athlete, and husband is hard
work at times. It's a lot of stuff to balance.
But I feel privileged to further my education. I feel privileged to be a football player and I feel privileged to be Niki's husband. I have a lot of great opportunities in
front of me."
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C l a s s i f i e d s
Business Hours:
8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

(434) 582-2128

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line

$1.00

40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/l'aculty.
NO CHANGES.

Fsr S a l s
TOWNHOUSE: #87 at the
Forest, on Link Rd. 2 BD,
2 Bath, newly remodeled,
ready
to
move
into.
$74,000, Details on website:
www.geocities.com/angelplacex3
or call 434-384-6466 for
appointment.

Want to go to HAWAII? I've got
2 ticket vouchers lor sale. They
are good lor round trip travel
from any US airport, leaving
any date between now and
December 15. Only $200! You
must stay in Waikiki Beach for 7
days. Call Elaine Fleming for
more info @ xt. 2128.

Open/Commercial

Oct

29

Vaccination Clinic, 11 am - 3 pm DeMoss Hall outside bookstore

Oct

29

Campus Church, 7:15 pm Vines Center

Oct

30 Women's Volleyball vs. UNC Greensboro, 7 pm Vines center

$3.67- 1st 15 words
24({ each word over 15

Student/Faculty Rate*:

Champion Special:
ALL C L A S S I F I E D

Rates:

$2.75- 1st 15 words
18(4 each word over 15

*Non commercial only.

ADVERTISING
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ATTENTION: RESORT
RECREATION AND HOTEL
MANAGEMENT MAJORS!
Internships available in Resort
Activities, Front Office & Food
Service. Myrtle Beach & Hilton
Head, SC; Orlando FL. Join us
for a semester or summer gaining hands on experience in
sunny resort locations!
Call 1-800-864-6762 or entail:
info(rt)amerieanhospitalityat.'udcmy.com. Visit www.americanhospitalityacadeniy.cont
>»$300/inonth stipend!
>»Fumished I lousing!
>»Shuttled Transportation!
>»Cultural Events & Socials!
» > M a k e friends from around
the world!
»>Gain All&LA certification!
>»Receive internship credits!

<

IS

PREPAID

Trarel

O c t 3 0 Scaremare, College Night!

***ACT NOW! Book
11
people, get 12th trip free.
Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscoimts.com
or 800-838-8202

Oct

31

Scaremare

Oct

31

Student Life Presents Coffeehouse!

Oct

31

LU Hockey vs. University of Dayton in Charlottesville, 10 pm
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STUDENTCITV.COM!

Get

hooked up with Free flips.
Cash, and VII' status as a campus rep! Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early,
for FREE MEALS and 150%
lowest price guaranteed! To
r e s e r v e o n l i n e or view
our p h o t o g a 11 e r y,v i s i t
www.studentcity.com or call
888-Sl'RIN(i BREAK!

Want your announcement shown here?
Email it to advertising@liberty.edu. Make sure to include
all necessary information and a contact number.
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While there wasn't a
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STRONG IN NET-The Flames expect their goalkeepers to step it up in the waning games.

The Liberty Women's soccer team picked
up a much needed win against Charleston
Southern on Saturday afternoon.
The Lady Flames travelled down to South
Carolina and beat the Buccaneers 3-2.
Liberty opened the scoring early when
Mandee Judd worked to get herself deep into
the CSU end and sent a dangerous pass across
the middle of the goal. It was Senior Rachel
Lyndon who got on the end of that pass and
knocked it in to put the Flames up 1-0.
The Flames dominated the first half having
the majority of the possession and keeping the

Bucs from any real scoring opportunities. That
trend ended, however, when late in thefirsthalf
CSU converted a corner kick and tied the game
atl. Midfielder Kate Bosom scored the goal for
the Buccaneers.
In the dying minutes of the half, Freshman
midfielder Alaina Hohnarth received the ball at
the top of the box. With great composure,
Hohnarth volleyed the ball past the Buccaneer
keeper, notching herfirstgoal of the season and
putting Liberty ahead 2-1 going into the half.
Charleston Southern came out and battled in
the second half. But it was Sophomore Sarah
Davis who found the back of the net off a
rebound in front of the goal.
In the 82nd minute of play, CSU capitalized

on another corner bringing the score to 3-2.
Substitute Kim Hose came into the game and
converted on her only shot of the day to bring
her team within one goal.
"We played very well for the majority of the
game," Coach Price said after the game. "We had a
couple of mental breakdowns that made it closer
than it should have been, but we got the win."
"At this stage of the season, the result is most
important," said Price. "We out worked them
and out scored them. Those were our two goals
and we succeeded."
The Flames outshot the Buccaneers 15-6. The
Liberty Netminders had four saves on the day.
Libertyfinishesthe season at UNC Asheville
Monday afternoon. Kickoff is set for 2 p.m.

Cavaliers bring down Flames
Liberty loses hard-fought game against Virginia

JEN SUNSHINE

CANT GET LOOSE-The Flames were not able to shake Cavalier defenders all night Darryl Roberts scored the only goal for the Flames against University of Virginia on a penalty kick in the 78th minute.

Coming up in LU Sports...
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• 11/8 Norfolk St., 1:30 p.m.
«11/15 Coastal Carolina, 1:30 p.m.
• 11/22 Hofstra, 1:30 p.m.

, 10/29 @ UNC Asheville, 4 p.m.
• 11/1 @ @ GSLT, 1 p.m.
• 11/4 @ Virginia Tech, 7 p.m.
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» 11/6 @ BS Tourney
, 11/7 © BS Tourney
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• 10/30 UNC Greensboro, 7 p.m.
• 10/31 @ Winthrop, 7 p.m.
» 11/1 (a) High Point, 2 p.m.
Have any suggestions or an opinion
you want to voice? Send them here
and we'll review your thoughts.
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Volleyball torches in-state foe William and Mary
Before the Flames began this season, head
coach Chris Phillips said that McKeown, "plays
such a huge role because she is so competitive
The Lady Flames got back on track last and that translates over to her teammates. She is
Tuesday evening as they defeated William and a great athlete and will carry a big load for us."
Mary in four games. The Flames struggled only
That has proven to be true so far this season,
in the second game of the match and were able as McKeown has often been instrumental in the
to take the first, third and fourth games from Flames victories. She was not alone Tuesday,
the Lady Tribe.
however, as Theresa Passamani, Tiffany ThoreThree days after receiving their first confer- son and Tatiana Tkachuk all stepped up against
ence loss at Birmingham- Southern, Liberty was William and Mary.
Tkachuk made 14 kills on the day, and Thoreable to get back to playing great volleyball. The
team improved its overall record to 14-10, and son and Rudnick each added 10 as well. The
remains 6-1 in conference play. The win is the Flames registered 67 total kills in contrast to 53
team's first non-conference victory since shock- for the Tribe. Passamani did her job on defense
ing Virginia Tech by the score of 3-1 in the Vines for Liberty as she finished with 17 digs.
Liberty won the first match 30-23, behind 16
Center on October 14.
Senior Frin McKeown, who handed down 19 kills. William and Mary had only seven. Still, the
kills to the Tribe, led the Lady Flames Tuesday Tribe gathered and struck in game two. They
night. On defense, she contributed 12 digs. McK- were led by sophomore Megan Fisenman, who
eown currently leads the Flames this season in had six kills in the second, and finished with a
kills, averaging 3.53 a game. She also ranks third total of 12.
JEN SUNSHINE
on the team in digs, behind Jennifer Belk and felSET ME UP-Setter Kristin Coison doing what she
low senior Theresa Fassamani.
Please see VOLLEYBALL, page 12 does best, setting up big hitters like Erin McKeown.
Ben Cates
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